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Abstract
Biofilms are multicellular structures with bacterial cells attached to a surface and embedded in
an extracellular matrix. With high-level resistance to antimicrobial agents, biofilms are the cause
of chronic infections associated with implanted medical devices such as breast implants,
orthopedic devices, pace markers, and many others. Besides the prevalence, biofilm infections
are associated with high mortality, presenting an urgent need for more effective controls. Several
strategies such as coating with antimicrobial agents and changing chemical, physical, and
biological properties of biomaterials have been attempted, but bacteria have remarkable
capabilities to overcome unfavorable conditions over time and long-term biofilm control remains
challenging. In addition, most approaches are based on empirical experiments rather than rational
designs, limiting their effects, especially in vivo.
In this study, we engineered surface topography in two ways (static and dynamic) to better
understand and control bacterial biofilm formation. For the static surface topography, a highthroughput approach to study bacterial attachment on PDMS surfaces with different textures was
developed. By testing bacterial adhesion to samples with square-shaped recessive patterns with
varying size and inter-pattern distance, surface features that promote biofilm formation were
identified. E. coli attachment did not exhibit a monotonic, linear relationship with surface area,
but depended on the 3D topography.
For dynamic surface topography, we used shape memory polymers (SMPs) to obtain ondemand dynamic changes in substratum topography. Our results show that shape recovery of
tert-butyl acrylate (tBA) based one-way SMP caused 99.9% detachment of 48 h Pseudomonas
aeruginosa PAO1 biofilms. Interestingly, P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells detached by shape
recovery showed 2,479 times higher antibiotic susceptibility compared to the original biofilm

cells. The released biofilm cells also presented 4.1 times higher expression of the gene rrnB,
encoding ribosomal RNA, and 11.8 times more production of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) than
the control biofilm cells.
To further develop this technology for long-term biofilm control, we synthesized reversible
SMP with different molecular weights of poly(ɛ-caprolactone) diisocyanatoethyl dimethacrylate
(PCLDIMA), with 25 wt.% of butyl acrylate (BA) as a linker, and 1 wt.% of benzoyl peroxide
(BPO) as a thermal initiator. Among various combinations of molecular weight, 2:1 wt. ratio
mixture of 15,000 g/mol PCLDIMA and 2,000 g/mol PCLDIMA showed a transition
temperature of 36.7°C. The created rSMP has repeatable and reversible shape recovery for more
than 3 cycles. With 18% stretch, 61.0±6.6% of 48 h P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells were
removed in each shape recovery cycle on average, with a total of 94.3±1.0% biofilm removal
after three consecutive shape recovery cycles.
In summary, the results of this study demonstrated that surface topography has potent effects
on bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation. We believe that these results not only provide
important information for understanding the risk of medical devices but also helps the design of
control methods for preventing chronic infections associated with implanted medical devices.

Keywords: Biofilms, surface topography, breast implant-associated anaplastic large cell
lymphoma (BIA-ALCL), shape memory polymer (SMP), biofilm removal, antibiotic
susceptibility
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Chapter 1
Motivation, hypothesis, and objectives

1

1.1 Motivations
Based on National Health Survey data and a report of ‘implantable medical devices market’,
more than 6 million of procedures for implantable medical devices are conducted every year in
the U.S. and its global market is worth $96.6 billion in 2018 and projected to reach $143.3
billion by 2024 [1,2]. As the uses of implantable medical devices increase, device-associated
infections are on the rise and have remained difficult to treat. According to the National Institute
of Health (NIH), biofilms are involved in up to 80% of the total medical-associated microbial
chronic infections [3].
Bacteria can colonize both biotic and abiotic surfaces and form biofilms that are multicellular
structures with extracellular polymeric substrates secreted by the attached cells [4]. Cells in
mature biofilms are also associated with slow growth and difficult to eradicate compared to their
planktonic counterparts due to enhanced resistance to antimicrobials and other disinfection
agents [5,6]. As a result, biofilms are up to 1,000 times more tolerant of antibiotics compared to
planktonic cells which result in chronic infections associated with implanted medical devices
[7,8]. Thus, the grand challenge of biofilms has motivated the search for new strategies for
biofilm prevention and removal.
The economical and clinical significance of biofilm-related problems has stimulated intensive
research to design more effective anti-fouling strategies [9–12]. To prevent bacteria from
colonizing a surface, different approaches have been explored to alter the properties of the
substrate materials such as surface chemistry [13,14], topography [15–18], and stiffness [19,20].
Among these chemical and mechanical properties, topography has attracted increasing attention.

2

A large number of studies on topographic effects have been conducted to investigate how
micron- and nano-scale topographies affect cell adhesion and biofilm formation. Some nanoscale topographies have been demonstrated to have bactericidal effects through direct damage to
bacterial membranes [17]. In contrast, micron-scale topographies do not have bactericidal effects
but may inhibit bacterial adhesion through specific effects on bacteria-material interactions [10].
Topographic features associated with a bacterial infection on medical devices were also studied
and it can be organized based on their locations of use such as breast implants [21], bone
implants [22–24], catheters [25], and oral implants [26–28]. Among these, orthopedics devices
and dental implants have been explored more than the other devices. It will be helpful to
investigate the effects of surface topography of soft materials such as breast implants and
catheters.
It is worth noticing that most studies on topography are based on protruding features. There is a
lack of understanding of how recessive features affect biofilm formation, which is commonly
present on implant surfaces such as breast implants. Investigation of bacterial adhesion on
recessive patterns will provide not only new information about the mechanism of bacterial
attachment but also guidance for new device designs.
To remove mature biofilms from the surface, we developed a novel strategy of dynamic
topography using shape memory polymer. Based on the similar polymeric materials used for
urinary catheter devices, we used tert-butyl acrylate-based polymers and polycaprolactone based
polymers and studied the effects of dynamic change in topography on biofilm removal and the
physiology of biofilm cells.

3

1.2 Hypothesis and objectives
In this study, we hypothesize that the changes in micron-scale topography can significantly
affect biofilm structure and the physiology of biofilm cells. To test this hypothesis, we
investigated bacterial attachment and biofilm removal by systematically varying surface
topography (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 A schematic diagram of the aims process.
The work of the study is outlined in the following specific objectives.
Objectives 1: Investigate the effects of static surface topography of polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) on E. coli RP437/pRSH103 attachment and its biofilm formation.
Objectives 2: Examine the effects of dynamic surface topography using one-way shape memory
polymers (SMPs).
4

Objectives 3: Demonstrate the effects of dynamic surface topography evaluated by reversible
shape memory polymers (rSMPs).

5
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Chapter 2
Literature review:
Topographic effects on bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation
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2.1 Bacterial biofilms
Bacteria can survive in challenging environments by attaching to a surface and developing a
biofilm that consists of sessile bacterial cells and an extracellular matrix [1,2]. Cells in mature
biofilms are also associated with slow growth, which renders most antibiotics ineffective [3,4].
Consequently, biofilms are up to 1,000 times more tolerant to antibiotics compared to planktonic
cells which result in chronic infections associated with implanted medical devices [2,5]. As
shown in Figure 2.1, a lifecycle of biofilm formation can be categorized into four steps;
attachment, growth, maturation, and detachment [2,6]. (1) Bacteria with a challenging
environment are easily looking for surfaces to attach and transform their state from ‘swimmers’
to ‘stickers’ by changing their gene expression. (2) After the irreversible attachment, the adhered
bacteria start to grow with multiplying themselves and producing an extracellular matrix (ECM)
composed of proteins, DNA, polysaccharides, and RNA. (3) When the bacteria colonize, called
biofilm, it grows until reaches a balance between biofilm formation and the environmental
condition around itself (maturation). (4) However, the matured biofilms start looking for other
new surfaces with detaching themselves from the surface when there is a lack of nutrients or the
environmental condition has changed. The cycle of the biofilm formation process keeps rotating
repeatedly until their death. These biofilms can exist anywhere in natural communities, public
health, industrial environments, etc.
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Figure 2.1. A schematic diagram of biofilm life cycle; (1) attachment, (2) growth, (3) maturation, and (4)
detachment.

2.2 Healthcare-associated chronic infections
Microbes have remarkable capabilities to form biofilms on biomaterials which can affect the
safe use and function of medical devices in humans [7–10]. Based on National Health Survey
data and a report of 'implantable medical devices market', more than 6 million of procedures for
implantable medical devices are conducted every year in the U.S. and its global market is worth
$96.6 billion in 2018 and projected to reach $143.3 billion by 2024 [11,12]. As the uses of
implantable medical devices increase, device-associated infections are on the rise and have
remained difficult to treat. In addition, the biofilms are involved in more than 65% of nosocomial
infections [2,5,13] and up to 80% of the total medical-associated microbial chronic infection
rates [7] according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and National
Institute of Health (NIH), respectively. The association between medical device-related
infections and biofilms of multidrug-resistant organisms has recently been established by largescale clinical data [8]. Thus, the economical and clinical significance of biofilm-related problems
has stimulated intensive research to design more effective anti-fouling strategies.
2.3 Current strategies for controlling medical device-associated infections
To prevent bacteria from colonizing a surface, different approaches have been explored to alter
the properties of the substrate materials such as surface chemistry [14–27], topography [28–39],
and stiffness [40–43]. Strategies for modifying surface chemistry include coating with
antibacterial agents [15,16,18–22,25] or other compounds that can change the charge [26] or
hydrophobicity [14,17,24,27]. Surface hydrophobicity can also be changed by altering surface
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topography [39]. Inspired by natural anti-fouling surfaces such as sharkskin [44], lotus leaves
[14], taro leaves [17], and cicada wings [36], static micron- and nano-scale patterns and
roughness have been created and demonstrated to prevent biofilm formation without using
antimicrobial agents that can potentially promote resistance. Chemical and physical properties of
the substrate material have a significant and broad-spectrum impact on biofilm formation and
thus are promising targets for engineering antifouling materials. These chemical and physical
approaches have been demonstrated to inhibit bacterial adhesion; however, challenges such as
sustaining the efficacy of control agents, adverse effects of environmental and host factors (e.g.,
covering by body fluid or metabolic products during bacterial growth), and the remarkable
capabilities of bacteria to adapt to challenging environments can allow bacteria to overcome
unfavorable surface properties and eventually form biofilms over time [45]. Thus, a further study
of developing better strategies to eradicate biofilms is in progress.
2.4 Interaction of bacteria with surface topography during initial attachment
Bacteria cannot see or hear, and thus rely on touch when it comes to “reading” the surface
topographies. This can be done by using flagella [46,47], pili [46,48,49], and mechano-sensitive
channels of membranes [50,51]. The response of bacteria to the surface topographies, however,
varies depending on the types of surface topography and bacterial species. E. coli moves it
flagella clockwise when settling down on a flat surface [52], but has more tumbling as the
groove size of surface topography gets smaller [46,53]. E. coli was found to elongate to attach to
the surface features of grooves/channels when its size becomes smaller than the cell body (~1.3
µm) [54]. B. subtilis enters a stable state from a turbulent state when the channel width reaches
70 µm [55] and P. aeruginosa prefers to swim in the grooves between protrusive hemispheres
with a diameter of 8 µm [56]. Gu et al. [57] proposed a set of criteria for the rational design of
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micron-scale anti-fouling surface topographies based on the study of how E. coli with protrusive
surface topographies and the best designed showed 84% reduction of E. coli biofilm formation.
For sub-micron topographies, the size of features is the most important parameter on bacterial
initial attachment [58].
When the size of topographic features gets to sub-micron bacterial membranes can be ruptured
by nano-scale features due to the increase of contact pressure and a shear force [59]. For
instance, Dickson et al. [36] proposed that smaller nanofeature sizes and closer distances
between nano features will lead to a higher bactericidal effect. Wu et al. [60] and Fisher et al.
[61] also suggested that inhomogeneous height and different feature types (nanocones,
nanoneedles) will increase the stretch of bacterial membranes, which results in bacterial death or
less bacterial attachment on the surfaces.
2.5 Surface topography effects on bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation
In recent years the importance of surface topography in microbial adhesion has come to the
fore [26,35,41,62–66] not only as a promising area of research but also for its importance in the
real-world medical challenges. One example with significant implications for women's health is
the link between surface topography and incidence of breast implant-associated anaplastic large
cell lymphoma (BIA-ALCL), which occur predominately with textured implants rather than
smooth implants [67]. Although it is not yet understood why textured implants are associated
with BIA-ALCL [68], several research publications suggest that bacterial factors, possibly from
biofilms, may contribute [7,68–73]. The interplay between bacteria, host factors, and the breast
implant, and how this affects the long-term safety of an implant is still largely unknown, as is the
case with many other medical devices. There are significant public debate and both regulatory
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agencies [74], and standards organizations [75–77] worldwide are considering if surface
topography should be considered in risk classification.
Given the significant role of bacterial biofilms in medical device-associated infections, there
has been significant research on how bacteria interact with surface topographies and how to
rationally design surface topography as a strategy to create antifouling and contact killing
materials. We believe that the field will benefit from a better connection that integrates research
on how bacteria sense and respond to surface topographies with research that measures how well
surfaces work to prevent biofilm formation. Translating the basic scientific understanding of how
bacteria read the map to the real-world application for medical devices requires not only an
understanding of what types of surface topology are antifouling and what types should be
avoided but also the knowledge of how the complex in vivo milieu (or medically specific
environmental conditions) affects the performance of the devices in humans (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2. Schematic showing how materials synthesis, materials fabrication, and bio-inspired design
feed into the medical device development process including regulatory science, to create safer and more
effective medical devices. Classes of topography-based antifouling materials include nano-scale
microbicidal designs (left), micron-scale static designs (second left), dynamic designs (second right), and
active designs (right).

A large number of studies have been conducted to investigate how micron- and nano-scale
topographies affect cell adhesion and biofilm formation, and to explore the possibility of
promoting host tissue growth while inhibiting bacterial adhesion. The vast majority of studies to
date have been focused on static topographies, including both protrusive and recessive features,
with either well-defined or relatively random size and distribution. The features reported to date
have been tested on both polymeric and metallic materials, from nm to µm scale, and include
both designed topographies and bioinspired features mimicking those on plant leaves [78], shark
skin [44], and insect wings [36]. While certain features were found to promote bacterial
attachment and biofilm formation, most studies were aimed to identify antifouling materials. In
general, micron-scale topographies do not have bactericidal effects but may inhibit bacterial
adhesion through specific effects on bacteria-material interactions. In contrast, several nano-scale
topographies have bactericidal effects by directly damaging bacterial membranes.
2.5.1 Micron-scale static surface topography
Micron-scale topographies have been shown to affect the attachment and biofilm formation of
different bacterial strains on varying materials such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) [79],
polystyrene [80], polyethylene glycol (PEG) hydrogel [81], polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
[82], Si [83,84], optical fiber [85], and Ti [86]. Some of the designs were inspired by naturally
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existing antifouling surfaces. For example, micron-scale topographies were created by
mimicking the micropatterns on shark skin [44] for antifouling activities.
A number of studies reported evidence that bacteria can actively explore and respond to
micron-scale surface topography during attachment. The size, shape, and distribution of
topographic patterns all play an important role in bacterial attachment. Grooves between
protruding features, especially the shallow ones, are prone to bacterial adhesion. Hsu et al. [87]
argued that bacterial cells attempt to maximize their contact area with the surface during
attachment. As a result, the cells aligned differently depending on the arrangement of
topographic features. This is consistent with the report of Gu et al. [33] who studied how
protrusive line topography affects the orientation of attached E. coli cells. The effects are
attributed to how bacteria attach using flagella; e.g., when the flagella attach on the side of
protrusive lines, the cells orient perpendicularly to the line direction. Hochbaum et al. [28]
mentioned that as the distance of features varied from 4 µm to sub-micron size, the orientation of
the attached single-cell changed from parallel to perpendicular to the post lattice protruding from
the surface to place itself in the confined well area. Hou et al. [88] fabricated square-shaped
protruding topographies (2-100 µm side length) on PDMS and observed up to 90% reduction of
E. coli adherence on top of squares that are 20 µm × 20 µm or smaller. Cell attachment is
significantly more when the surface area increases above this threshold dimension. Gu et al.
[29,33] observed similar trends and found a decrease in conjugation with interruption of biofilm
formation by surface topography. Many other topographic features can also inhibit bacterial
biofilm formation such as line patterns [89,90], irregular micro pits [86], honeycombs [84],
cylindrical wells [81,85], ridges [39,78,91,92], and pillars with shapes of square [80,83,93] or
hexagon [46,79]. Although these studies differ in the pattern dimension and layout, substrate
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material, and the bacterial strains tested, it is a common observation that bacterial adhesion
decreases as the size of the topographic pattern get smaller [39,90–93]. An exception was the
work of Zhang et al. [78] on biomimetic surfaces of spinach leaves. The authors observed no
difference in the number of adherent bacteria between un-patterned and patterned (~50 µm
wrinkle with 6.88 µm Rrms) surfaces.
Some of the patterns achieve antifouling effects through changes in hydrophobicity. By
creating topographic features, it is possible to trap air bubbles and render the surface
hydrophobic and antifouling [93]. In addition to such physical barriers, it is also possible to
design antifouling surfaces by interfering with bacterial sensing. For example, Gu et al. [33]
reported that E. coli attachment on the side of protruding patterns is not preferred by the cells.
Inspired by this and other findings, a set of criteria was proposed for the rational design of
micron-scale antifouling topographies including (1) small cross-sectional area (less than the 20
µm × 20 µm threshold), (2) 10 µm or more of height to prevent flagella from reaching the
bottom, (3) more side area, and (4) 2-5 µm of inter-pattern distance to minimize the bacteria cells
that settle or bridge over between features. The authors validated this principle with 10 µm tall
hexagonal patterns with 15 µm side length and 2 µm inter-pattern distance and it reduced E. coli
biofilm formation by 84% compared to the flat control [33].
Besides attachment, static topographies can also affect the physiology of bacterial cells. For
example, micron-scale topography can affect bacterial motility. Chang et al. [46] reported that P.
aeruginosa motility on surfaces with hemispheres is affected if the diameter of the sphere is 2
µm or longer, but not 1 µm. In a later study, the same group reported that the motility of P.
aeruginosa over topographical steps is affected by the height of the step riser. The probability of
crossing a step was found reduced if the height is comparable to the size of the cell [56]. In a
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flow cell system, the velocity of E. coli cells moving over µm-size microwells is different from
the velocity over a flat surface [93]. E. coli cell cluster formation on narrow (5 µm wide) line
patterns is 14 times less than that on flat surfaces [33]. Micron-scale topography also affects
bacterial conjugation [29]. An important consideration, and potential drawback to static
topographic features, is that effective biofilm control depends on the direct interaction between
bacteria and the surface. Multiple studies have shown that bacteria can attach to surfaces by
overcoming unfavorable topographies [33,47,87,94,95]. Future studies are needed to better
understand this behavior and mitigate them through rational design.
2.5.2 Nano-scale static surface topography
Unlike the micron-scale topographies that mainly affect bacterial attachment, some nanoscale
topographies have bactericidal activities through piercing of the cell membrane. A number of
studies have been inspired by nanofeatures on insect wings, which have bactericidal effects. For
example, hexagonally arranged nanopillars on Clanger cicada (Psaltoda claripennis) wings can
kill bacterial cells on contact [96]. Further study using atomic force microscopy (AFM) revealed
that these nanopillars penetrate bacterial membranes and kill the cells within 3 minutes. The
effects were found to be physical because coating the surface with gold did not change the
effects [97]. These nanotopographies were found to kill Gram-negative bacteria such as P.
aeruginosa, E. coli, and P. fluorescent, but not Gram-positive bacteria, which have thicker cell
walls and thus are more rigid [98]. This is consistent with some other reports [99] and the finding
that cell rigidity plays a role in membrane damage by nanopillars [96]. A biophysical model
revealed that the damage to the cell membrane is due to the stretches in the regions suspended
between the pillars in contact with the bacterial cell [96]. There are also nanotopographies that
have been shown to kill both Gram-negative and Gram-positive cells [100]. Linklater et al. [101]
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and Ivanova et al. [102] reported strong bactericidal effects of nanofeatures on vertically aligned
carbon nanotube and black silicon against Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, with up to
99.3% reduction at a rate of 450,000 cells/min/cm2. Au nanostructures including pillars, rings,
and nuggets all showed >99% reduction of methicillin-resistant S. aureus [103].
Kelleher et al. [104] found that the nanostructures on the wings of three different Cicada
species were all hydrophobic with low surface energy. Nanostructures with the strongest
bactericidal effects had the shortest spacing between nanopillars and the highest level of
roughness. In addition to cicada wings, the skin of the box-patterned gecko (Lucasium sp.) with
its spinules (hairs) [105] and nanotextures on dragonfly wings (Orthetrum villosovittatum) [59] is
also antibacterial and self-cleaning. The surfaces were found to kill Gram-negative bacteria but
not human stem cells [105].
These activities have inspired researchers to create similar features on biomaterials to reduce
bacterial colonization. Using the method of glancing angle sputter deposition (GLAD),
Sengstock et al. [106,107] replicated the nanostructure of cicada wings on Ti surfaces and
demonstrated antibacterial activities against E. coli [106]. The methods to create nano-scale
features have been well summarized by Tripathy et al. in a recent review [66]. A number of
different nano-scale features have been studied to date such as nanopillars [98,102] and nano
spikes [108] on Si surfaces generated by plasma etching, diamond [61,109] and gold [103]
substrates treated by anodization and plasma etching, carbon nanotubes created by chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) [110], aluminum substrate etched by sodium hydroxide (NaOH)
solution [111], nanowires and nano-size spikes made by hydrothermal processing [112–115], and
nano rough Ti surfaces created by electron beam evaporation [116].
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Compared to inorganic materials, fewer studies have been conducted with polymers presenting
nanostructures. Xu et al. [117] fabricated 400/400 nm and 500/500 nm (diameter/height)
nanopillars on polyurethane (PU) surfaces and reported up to 64% and 88% reduction of
bacterial adhesion without doping S-nitroso-N-acetylpenicillamine (SNAP) and with SNAP
doped layer, respectively. Using rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA), Kim et al. [118]
developed nanostructured PMMA film with both antireflective and antimicrobial properties.
Concurrent with the bactericidal effects, nanotopographies have been shown to affect bacterial
physiology and morphology. For example, single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) are effective in
killing E. coli [110] and found to induce the expression of stress-related genes in E. coli. On
modified PMMA films with nanopillars, attached E. coli cells appear to be longer and flatter than
those on flat surfaces. The elongation (filamentous growth) is thought to indicate the stress of
these cells [119–122].
In addition to bactericidal effects directly from physical interactions, nanostructures have been
engineered to reduce biofouling by altering the local chemical environment or releasing
antimicrobials. Nano roughness has been shown to increase the adsorption of the protein casein,
which reduces bacterial attachment [123]. Nanotubes have been used to load antibiotics and
inhibit bacterial colonization. Popat et al. [18] used anodization techniques to fabricate
nanotubes on Ti surfaces. Loading gentamicin in these nanotubes can reduce bacterial
colonization by 70% during 4 h but promote the proliferation of preosteoblastic cells, compared
to Ti and Ti with drug-free nanotubes. Hizal et al. [124] demonstrated bacteria triggered the
release of antibiotics on nanostructured Ti, modified with layer by layer coating of tannic
acid/gentamicin, although the 3D nanostructure itself does not have antimicrobial effects.
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A number of studies reported different effects of nanostructures on bacteria and mammalian
cells and the possibility to selectively kill bacteria more than mammalian cells [105,115,125–
128]. This field would benefit from future studies to develop rational designs with different
effects on microbes and host cells.
Overall, a number of bioinspired and synthetic systems of micron- and nano-scale topographies
have been engineered and exhibited effective antifouling activities (Figure 2.3). However, a vast
majority of studies to date are rather empirical and the roles of bacterial factors are not well
explored. Further development in this field will benefit from a more in-depth understanding of
bacteria-material interactions, especially how bacteria sense and respond to such surface features
(how bacteria read the map).

Microtopography

Nanotopography

(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)
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Figure 2.3. Reduction of bacterial attachment by using micron- and nano-scale topographies. (a-d) SEM
images (left) and fluorescent microscopic images (right) of bacterial attachment on hexagonal PDMS pits
(a), hexagonal recessive PDMS features (b), micropillars (c) SharkletTM patterned surfaces (d).
Reproduced with permission from refs [44,83,91,129]. (e-h) Bacterial attachment on nanotopographies.
SEM images (left) and fluorescent microscopic images (right) of bacterial attachments (right insets;
bacterial attachment on flat control surfaces) on a fabricated surface with nanostructure (e), nanopillars
(f), cicada wings (g), and gecko skins (h). The small images show cell attachment on flat control surfaces.
Image reproduced with permission from refs [36,97,105,118]. The SEM image b was taken for this
manuscript.

2.5.3 Dynamic surface topography
Conceptually, preventing bacteria from attaching to a surface can avoid subsequent biofilm
formation and associated detrimental effects. However, no surface developed to date can prevent
bacterial attachment indefinitely. While static topographies with specific micron or nano-scale
features may initially prevent bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation, cells that manage to
attach tend to multiply and overcome these features eventually. For surfaces that have
bactericidal effects, it is also possible that dead cells may protect other cells that attach to them.
To obtain long-term biofilm control, it is important to develop technologies that can remove
established biofilms. Epstein et al. [130] developed a synthetic platform that can create up to 2
µm dynamic wrinkles of PDMS through uniaxial mechanical strain and demonstrated up to 80%
removal of 24 h P. aeruginosa biofilms. Shivapooja et al. produced active topography by
applying pneumatic actuation [131] and electrical voltage [132] to the surfaces and obtained
more than 90% removal of E. coli biofilms and 80% Cobetia marina biofilms. Gu et al. [133]
recently fabricated a dynamic substrate using a tert-butylacrylate-based shape memory polymer
with microscale hexagon topography. The patterns alone reduced 48h biofilm formation by ~
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50%. By triggering on-demand shape recovery with mild heating (to 40°C), dynamic changes in
patterned surface topography led to potent removal of established biofilms (up to 3 logs, 99.9%)
of P. aeruginosa, E. coli, and S. aureus. The detached cells were also found more susceptible to
antibiotics [134]. Levering et al. [135] reported a design of an on-demand fouling-release urinary
catheter, which detached mature P. mirabilis biofilm by up to 90% through hydraulic and
pneumatic actuation. Besides biofilm removal, the motion of the surface has been shown to
increase the antifouling activities of static topographies. For example, the bactericidal effects of
Titania (TiO2) nanowire arrays were found to be stronger on upright surfaces with shaking
compared to static cultures [115]. Similarly, on surfaces with nanofeatures, bacterial motility
may contribute to the killing effects. Nano-topography exhibited cell piercing activities
regardless of the motility of cells but was more effective where mechanical motion was part of
the interaction between device and microbes [115].
2.5.4 Active surface topography
Recently, Gu et al. [136] engineered magnetically driven active topographies for long-term
biofilm control (Figure 2.4). By creating micron-sized pillars with super-paramagnetic
nanoparticles loaded in the pillar tips, the surfaces can both repel bacteria from attaching and
remove established biofilms by tuning the beating frequency and bending angle (thus beating
force) of the pillars. A prototype catheter was engineered based on this design, which remained
clean for more than 30 days with the challenge of artificial urine medium and uropathogenic E.
coli (UPEC), while the flat and static controls were blocked by UPEC biofilms within 5 and 3
days, respectively. Future design of smart medical devices also needs the capability to detect
biofilm formation in situ. One possibility is to integrate impedimetric sensors into medical
devices.
25

Figure 2.4. Active topography for long-term biofilm control. An antifouling surface was achieved by the
programmable beating of micron-sized pillars driven by a tunable magnetic field. Image reproduced with
permission from ref [136].
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Chapter 3
Effects of static surface topography on E. coli RP437/pRSH103 attachment
and its biofilm formation
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3.1 Abstract
Recent years have witnessed increasing cases of breast implant-associated anaplastic large cell
lymphoma (BIA-ALCL) related to textured implants. Researchers and regulatory authorities
have started to investigate the correlation between bacterial colonization of textured breast
implants and BIA-ALCL. However, it is still unclear how bacterial colonization may cause BIAALCL.
In this study, we developed a high-throughput approach to quantify bacterial adhesion on a
library of differentially textured surfaces. By varying the size of features and the distance
between features, we were able to specify the relationship between recessive surface topography
and bacterial adhesion. The attachment behavior of a Gram-negative bacterium Escherichia coli
was investigated under both static and dynamic fluid conditions. Our results indicate that E. coli
prefers to attach in recessive features than bridges between features. Similar results were
obtained from the features mimicking commercial breast implants associated with BIA-ALCL.
We speculate that bacteria attached in the area of the interfacial junction may evade host immune
clearance and trigger inflammation leading to BIA-ALCL. These results provide new
information helpful for classifying implants for the risk of BIA-ALCL.
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3.2 Introduction
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has received 573 medical device reports
(MDRs) as of July 6, 2019 [1]. A total of 385 reports (67%) among these MDRs are related to
textured breast implant devices. There were 15 deaths, which covers 48% of the textured breast
implant devices out of a total of 33 anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL) deaths. On the other
hand, only 5% and 3% for MDRs and ALCL deaths, respectively, were resulted from the smooth
breast implant devices. Due to the strong correlation between textured breast implants and breast
implant-associated ALCL (BIA-ALCL), FDA announced on July 24, 2019, that one of the
manufacturers, Allergan, to recall their textured breast implant, Natrelle Biocell [2].
As concerns of BIA-ALCL increase, intensive studies were conducted to identify the
correlation between textured breast implant devices and BIA-ALCL [3–11]. It is hypothesized
that bacterial attachment causes BIA-ALCL [3–6]. Hu et al. [4] discovered bacterial biofilm
formation on implants associated with BIA-ALCL; and Ralstonia spp. were dominantly observed
from ALCL specimens while more portion of Staphylococcus spp. was found from non-tumor
capsule specimens. From a study of pig model, a linear correlation was found between the
number of bacteria detected and the number of T and B cells, which can be related to the
incidence of ALCL [3]. This is not surprising since chronic biofilm infection may cause T-cell
hyperplasia [3]. However, Walker et al. [7] reported recently that there was no difference in
bacterial observed between BIA-ALCL and control specimens. Other hypotheses were also
suggested. Hallalb et al. [12] claimed the increased numbers of breast implant debris may cause
a high level of pathogenic inflammation, which is related to BIA-ALCL occurrence. A study by
Urbaniak et al. [13] suggests that microbiome from the female mammary gland differs among
country regions; and Shively et al. [14] suggested diverse diets directly contribute to the
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variation. However, it is still unclear why a higher incidence rate of BIA-ALCL occurs among
the textured breast implants than the smooth implants.
The total surface area of a textured breast implant is higher than that of a smooth implant of the
same size. Loch-Wilkinson et al. [6] demonstrated that higher surface area is associated with
more bacterial contamination and it can lead to chronic antigen stimulation resulting in the onset
of BIA-ALCL. Department of Health (Therapeutic Goods Administration) of the Australian
Government recently reported the specifications (surface roughness, surface area, surface area
ratio (3D/2D), etc.) of commercial textured breast implant devices [15]. Even though there is a
clear correlation between surface area and BIA-ALCL incidence rate, not all cases follow this
rule. Moreover, there are different types of textures due to the fabrication methods used, which
can contribute to the complexity of surface topography and thus bacterial response. Even though
a causative mechanism of BIA-ALCL has not been established yet, regulatory agencies are
considering to classify textured breast implants based on their surface area [16–19], rather than
the 3D topography. Thus, it is important to understand how surface topography affects bacterial
adhesion.
In this study, we created a library of well-defined recessive textures by varying feature sizes
and distances between features, including similar feature sizes to the commercial breast implant
which has the highest BIA-ALCL prevalence (salt-loss method). Through a high throughput
screening, we identified the features that promote bacterial adhesion and verified the findings
using confocal microscopy.
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3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 PDMS surface fabrication
To obtain polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surfaces with topographic patterns of interest, a Si
wafer with complementary patterns was fabricated at Cornell NanoScale Science & Facility
(CNF) using photolithography as shown in Figure 3.1. Briefly, the pattern features with different
sizes of side length and spacing were designed by L-edit computer-aided design (CAD) software.
To investigate the effects of feature size on bacterial adhesion, we varied the side length from 2
µm to 300 µm and the distance between features from 2 µm to 100 µm. All patterns had a depth
of 10 µm. A positive photoresist (PR) layer on a Cr deposited quartz mask was exposed by UV
using DWL 2000 Heidelberg mask writer (Heidelberg Instruments Mikrotechnik GmbH,
Heidelberg, Germany) based on the CAD file followed by the development of PR and Cr layers.
The rest of the PR layer was stripped by N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) based cleaning solution for 30 min in a 60°C hot
bath.
To create features on a silicon (Si) wafer, a 30-50 nm P20 adhesion layer, and a 1.8-2.5 µm
positive PR layer (S1813) were deposited first using a spin coater at 2000 rpm for 60 sec. An
ABM contact aligner (1:1 ratio photolithography; ABM USA Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) was used
to draw features on the Si wafer by exposing UV light through the Cr mask followed by a
development process using the TMAH based cleaning solution. The developed Si wafer was then
etched to produce 10 µm depth by deep reactive ion Si etcher (DRIE; Plasma-Therm LLC, St.
Petersburg, FL, USA). A YES Asher (Yield Engineering Systems Inc., Livermore, CA, USA)
stripper was used to strip the remained PR from the etched Si wafer. To ease the peeling of the
PDMS layer from the Si wafer, a surface of the etched Si wafer was made hydrophobic by
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molecular vapor deposition (MVD; Applied Microstructures, San Jose, CA, USA) of
fluorooctyltrichlorosilane (FOTS).
The patterned Si wafer was then used as a master to fabricate PDMS with designed features. A
mixture of 10:1 weight ratio of Dow Sylgard 184 base and curing agent (The Dow Chemical
Company, Midland, MI, USA) was mixed and vacuumed for 1 h to remove air bubbles produced
during the chemical reaction of base and curing agent. The vacuumed mixture was then poured
on the Si master, spin-coated for 1 min at 50 rpm, and vacuumed again for 1 h to remove all
trapped air bubbles inside the features. After 1 h of vacuum, the sample was cured at 60°C for 2
h and cooled down at room temperature for 1 h.

Figure 3.1. Schematic of patterned PDMS fabrication. A combination of features was drawn by CAD
software, L-edit, and a quartz mask was fabricated based on the design. P20 (an adhesion layer) and a
photoresist (PR) layer were deposited by a spin coater and it was exposed and etched through a 1:1
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contact photolithography and an etcher, respectively, to create features. A fluorooctyltrichlorosilane
(FOTS) layer was then deposited to modify the surface into hydrophobic. Lastly, polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) was cast using the patterned Si master as a mold.

3.3.2 Bacterial strains and growth medium
E. coli RP437/pRSH103 [20] was grown in tryptic soy broth (TSB) (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA) or lysogeny broth (LB) [21] supplemented with 30 µg/mL of tetracycline
(Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).
3.3.3 Biomass
To quantify the biomass on PDMS surfaces in a high-throughput manner, each PDMS sample
was punched with a 6 mm Biopsy puncher (Integra Lifesciences, Plainsboro Township, NJ,
USA) and transferred into a well of a 96 well plate (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Dallas, TX,
USA). The PDMS sample was attached to the bottom of the well using three additional droplets
of PDMS mixture which cover the rest of the well surface and make the PDMS sample stick to
the well and cured at 60°C for 2 h. The loaded PDMS surfaces were then sterilized by UV for 1 h
prior to inoculation.
E. coli RP437/pRSH103 was used to inoculate biofilm cultures in each well with 100 µL
growth medium covering the PDMS sample. The culture was inoculated with a starting optical
density (OD) at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.1. To remove trapped air bubbles from the PDMS surface,
100 µL sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was added in each well and vacuumed for 30 min
prior to inoculation. The cultures were incubated for 4 h at 37°C with/without shaking at 200
rpm.
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After incubation, the samples were washed three times with PBS using a plate washer (BioTek
50TS microplate washer, BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA). At the excitation wavelength of 558 nm
and an emission wavelength of 583 nm, the red fluorescent protein (RFP) signal intensity was
measured using a plate reader (TECAN infinite M1000, Tecan, Mannedorf, Switzerland) to
quantify biomass.
3.3.4 Surface analysis
PDMS surfaces were also analyzed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan). The PDMS samples were coated with gold (Au) using sputter (Denton Vacuum
LLC, Moorestown, NJ, USA).
To visualize the biofilms in 3D, biofilms were analyzed using confocal microscopy (Leica SP8,
Leica Camera AG, Wetzlar, Germany) and fluorescent microscopy (Axio Imager M1, Carl Zeiss
Inc., Berlin, Germany). To quantify the biomass, Z-stack images with 3D information were
obtained by the fluorescent microscopy followed by quantification using the software
COMSTAT [22]. The experiments were conducted with three biological replicates with 5
random images analyzed from each sample.
3.3.5 Statistics
SAS 9.1.3, Windows version (SAS, Cary, NC, USA) was used for all statistical analyses.
Results with p<0.05 were considered as statistically significant.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Design of topographic features
To systematically characterize the effects of surface topography on bacterial attachment, we
varied the side length of 10 µm-deep recessive square patterns as 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 200, and 300
µm, and distance between squares as 2, 5, 10, 50, and 100 µm. In addition to the fundamental
study, these features also cover those of commercial textured breast implants [15]. The surface
area ratios included in this study are summarized in Table 3.1, with surface area ratios (total
surface vs. the projected area in the x-y plane) varying from 1 (flat control) to 4.70.
Table 3.1. Surface area and surface area ratio (3D/2D) of both PDMS samples and commercial textured
breast implants.

3.4.2 Biomass
To study the effects of topography on bacterial attachment, we tested the 4 h attachment of E.
coli RP437/pRSH103 expressing constitutive red fluorescence. To characterize a large number of
surface features with sufficient repeats, we developed a new high-throughput assay using a plate
washer and a plate reader with PDMS plugs with topographic features fixed in the wells of 96well plates. The operating condition of the plate reader was optimized by adjusting the flow rate
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to effectively remove planktonic cells but not to disturb the attached cells. As presented in Figure
3.2, a signal intensity varied in terms of the 'position height' of the plate reader and the dispense
flow rate of the plate washer during a washing process. The 'position height' is the height of the
focal point for the plate reader that can move from the bottom to the top of 96 wells relatively.
To get the reliable data of the signal intensity, it is important to get the optimum focal point on
the sample surface to obtain the highest signal intensity. As shown in Figure 3.2, the signal
intensity at position 4,000 µm showed the highest signal intensity among the entire dispense flow
rate. For the plate washer, it is essential to have the consistent and reliable ability of the washing
process and the dispense flow rate of PBS solution from the manifold can be a major factor to
affect results. The dispense flow rate of the manifold can vary from 200 µL/sec to 800 µL/sec.
From the data of Figure 3.2, the highest signal intensity with a narrow standard deviation range
was observed at the dispense flow rate of 800 µL/sec with a position height of 4,000 µm.
Through the same principles, other conditions of the plate washer such as manifold position
height during aspiration and dispense process were determined at 8.89 mm and 13.97 mm,
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Figure 3.2. Red fluorescent signal intensity was analyzed by a plate reader with varying focal position
height from 0 µm (bottom) to 8000 µm (top) of the well. The dispense flow rate of PBS solution varied
from 200 µL/sec to 800 µL/sec.

The topographic features were tested under both the static condition (no agitation) and with the
flow (rotation at 200 rpm). The features that mimic two commercial textured breast implants are
marked as A (green square) and B (blue triangle) in Figure 3.3a. Most features showed similar
biomass as the flat control (red circle). However, there were five conditions, three outliers from
the PDMS library and two of the commercial textured breast implants, that showed up to 2.1
times higher biomass than the flat control (p<0.05, one-way ANOVA adjusted by Turkey test).
The three outliers from the PDMS library were S5 D2, S10 D2, and S10 D5 [S: feature side
length (µm), D: distance between features (µm)]. However, no significant difference among
these features was observed under flow (p>0.05, one-way ANOVA adjusted by Turkey test;
Figure 3.3b).
To corroborate the results of the biomass under the static condition for E. coli RP437/pRSH103
attachment, the two surfaces with the highest biomass(1: S10 D5 and 2: S10 D2) and the flat
control were imaged using confocal microscopy as shown in Figure 3.3c. The images are
consistent with the plate reader results, showing more cells attached to the S10 D5 and S10 D2
samples than the flat control. In addition, more cells were found to attach at the edges/corners of
the recessive features than the horizontal surface of these patterns. We then quantified the
biomass of cell attachment inside of features and compared them with the flat control (Figure
3.3d). The S10 D5 and S10 D2 patterns showed biomass of 0.73±0.05 µm3/µm2 and 0.50±0.02
µm3/µm2, respectively, which are 10.2 and 7.0 times higher than the flat control (0.07±0.01
µm3/µm2), respectively (p<0.001, t-test).
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Flat

① S10 D5

(d)
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② S10 D2

Figure 3.3. Relative biomass of E. coli RP437/pRSH103 after 4 h attachment on the PDMS surfaces
under (a) static condition (no agitation) and (b) flow condition (200 rpm). (Red circle: flat control. Green
square: commercial textured breast implant A. Blue triangle: commercial textured breast implant B.
①:S10 D5. ②:S10 D2) * p<0.05 and ** p<0.01. Representative fluorescent confocal microscopic images
of (c) flat, S10 D5, and S10 D2 are shown. S: a dimension of feature side (µm), D: a dimension of the
distance between features (µm). Scale bar = 10 µm (d) Biomass of E. coli cells on flat PDMS and in the
wells of S10 D5 and S10 D2 patterns. ***p<0.001.

3.4.3 4 h Tracking of E. coli RP437/pRSH103 during attachment
To understand if there is a preferred area for cells to attach in the topographic features, we
followed cell adhesion on S10 D5 surfaces over time up to 4 h. These surfaces have recessive
features with 10 µm side length and 5 µm distance in between. A number of the attached cells
normalized by the surface area was used to calculate the ratio of horizontal surface area to edge
area. Figure 3.4a shows the areas categorized as an edge (red) and the horizontal a surface area
(blue) of the pattern, along with representative microscopic images focused on the top and
bottom as a biofilm. Representative confocal microscopic images during 4 h attachment are
shown in Figure 3.5. The ratio was found to increase over time (Figure 3.4b), which refers that
the cells prefer to adhere more at the edges/corners than face area as the attachment time
increases or one or two generations of cell growth from the attached cells.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4. Schematic of (a) edge area (36 µm2, red) and face area (125 µm2, blue) for calculating a ratio
of the attached cell numbers on the same features with different focal points. Top focused and bottom
focused fluorescent confocal microscopic images show the attached cells on the focal area of face and
edge, respectively. (b) A ratio of the attached cell numbers on the edge area to the face area (E. coli
RP437/pRSH103) in terms of the attachment time normalized by surface area.
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Figure 3.5. Representative confocal microscopic images of patterns (top and bottom focal point) with the
attached cells in terms of attachment time; 30, 90, 150, and 240 min. Scale bar = 5 µm.

To avoid the effects of gravity, we repeated the 4 h attachment on ‘facing down’ surfaces of the
same PDMS library. Figure 3.6 showed that 5.3 times and 5.0 times higher numbers of cells were
attached to S10 D5 and S10 D2 surfaces respectively, compared to the flat control. The Video
3.1 showed where the individual cells adhered on the feature and demonstrated that the cells
preferred to attach on the edges rather than the face area. We could also see some of the attached
cells started to multiply from the interfacial junctions. The video provided further evidence that
E. coli RP437/pRSH103 adheres more on certain features (S10 D5, S10 D2, and S5 D2) than the
flat control irrespective of the gravity.
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Figure 3.6. The number of attached E. coli RP437/pRSH103 cells on ‘facing down’ patterned PDMS
surfaces after 4 h attachment under static (no agitation) condition. (Red circle: flat control. ①:S10 D5.
②:S10 D2) *** p<0.001.

Video 3.1. Snapshot from a video of tracking for E. coli RP437/pRSH103 4 h attachment on S10 D5
‘facing down’ surface in a LB media. Scale bar = 20 µm.
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3.4.4 24 h biofilm growth of E. coli RP437/pRSH103
To further understand the effects of topography on biofilm growth, we tested a longer time
point than the initial 4 h attachment. From the data of biofilm growth for 24 h, Figure 3.7, about
5 times more biomass was observed than the biomass from 4 h attachment. The biomass of
biofilm on most of PDMS feature samples, however, showed lower biomass than the flat control
(some are significant, and others are not). Only one condition (S300 D50) plus one commercial
breast implant (blue triangle) showed a significant higher biomass (1.49 times and 2.11 times,
respectively) than flat control (p<0.05, one-way ANOVA adjusted by Turkey test).

Figure 3.7. Relative biomass of E. coli RP437/pRSH103 after 24 h biofilm growth on patterned PDMS
surfaces under static condition (Red circle: flat control. Green square: commercial textured breast
implant A. Blue triangle: commercial textured breast implant B.) * p<0.05.
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3.5 Discussion
The concern of breast implant associated-anaplastic large cell lymphoma (BIA-ALCL) has
been on the rise due to the increasing cases of BIA-ALCL especially from textured breast
implants [1]. Recent studies have demonstrated that chronic inflammation resulted from
microbial colonization may mediate hyperplasia of T cells and the development of BIA-ALCL
[3,4,6]. Biofilm caused increased T-cell response and the number of T and B cells was found
proportional to the number of bacteria from the capsules of patients who have removed the breast
implants due to Baker grade IV contracture [3]. Gram-negative Ralstonia spp. was found to be
dominant on the breast implants associated with BIA-ALCL; while more Staphylococcus spp.
was associated with non-tumor capsule specimens [4]. Loch-Wilkinson et al. [6] claimed that the
surface area of textured breast implants is positively correlated with the risk of BIA-ALCL.
However, the surface area does not accurately describe the 3D topography of a surface and
further study is needed to understand the real causative factor(s).
To understand the effects of surface topography on bacterial colonization, we developed a high
throughput method to investigate initial microbial attachment and biofilm growth of E. coli
RP437/pRSH103, a Gram-negative strain, on PDMS surfaces with systemically varied recessive
patterns. The data provide evidence that bacterial colonization is not proportional to the surface
area but decided by the 3D topography. The results also reveal the features that are more prone to
bacterial attachment. For example, the cells prefer to attach at two or three interfacial junctions.
To verify the effect of interfacial junctions, we think it is a good starting point to plot the graph
in terms of surface area ratio (3D/2D). The surface area ratio affects more on 3D topography
properties especially interfacial junctions and it covers 3D places to count the areas of
overhangs, caves, and other embedded areas that 2D surface area cannot include. However, even
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the surface area ratio could not explain all the results that we obtained from 4 h cell attachment
and 24 h biofilm growth test. Even though certain features such as S10 D2, S10 D5, and S5 D5
showed more cell attachment from 4 h attachment than the flat control, not a consistent result has
demonstrated from 24 h biofilm growth. This refers that the physiology of bacterial cells as well
as the virulence factor which affects cell attachment may change between a short and long
period. This study is still ongoing and an investigation on physiological changes of the attached
cells in terms of adhesion time will be needed to understand the mechanism of biomass on the
implantable medical devices.
Based on the literature [6], Allergan Biocell (58.7%) implants have the highest percentage of
getting BIA-ALCL among six commercial textured breast implants. The Allergan Biocell
textured breast implant is manufactured through the 'Salt-loss' method which creates negative
square-like topography. Based on the PDMS patterns with the side length of 2 µm to 300 µm and
the distance between features from 2 µm to 100 µm, the majority of textures of Biocell breast
implant, maximum 300 µm side and 100 µm distance between squares, were covered. By
comparing the surface topography of Biocell with other commercial breast implants, we can see
that the ‘Salt-loss’ process produces more interfacial junctions than other methods such as
‘Imprinting stamping’, ‘polyurethane (PU) foam coating’, and ‘vulcanization’ method. The
features tested in this study do not include the “bridge” structures. Further studies using 3D
printing can help understand the additional risk associated with those structures.
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3.6 Conclusion
In summary, we developed a high-throughput method to study bacterial attachment on PDMS
surfaces with recessive patterns that have a systemically varied size and spacing. By examining
bacterial adhesion on these surfaces, we found that E. coli, a Gram-negative strain, prefer on
certain features (S10 D5, S10 D2, and S5 D2) and the features that mimic the commercial breast
implants associated with a high prevalence of BIA-ALCL. Besides the size of patterns, E. coli
exhibits a preference to adhere more to the interfacial junction area rather than the open flat area.
The area of interfacial junctions may also help microorganisms to escape the attack by the host
immune cells. Overall, these results indicate that surface area is not the deciding factor of BIAALCL and the 3D topography is important. Further study is needed to elucidate the causative
factors of BIA-ALCL.
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Chapter 4
Effects of one-way dynamic surface topography
on Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilm removal

This chapter has been published as below with minor modifications. Huan Gu, Sang Won Lee,
Shelby Lois Buffington, James H. Henderson, and Dacheng Ren. On-demand removal of
bacterial biofilms via shape memory activation. ACS Applied materials and interfaces. 2016, 8,
33, 21140–21144.
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4.1 Abstract
Bacterial biofilms are a major cause of chronic infections and biofouling; however, effective
removal of established biofilms remains challenging. Here we report a new strategy for biofilm
control using biocompatible shape memory polymers with defined surface topography. These
surfaces can both prevent bacterial adhesion and remove established biofilms upon rapid shape
change with a moderate increase of temperature, thereby offering more prolonged antifouling
properties. We demonstrate that this strategy can achieve a total reduction of Pseudomonas
aeruginosa biofilms by 99.9% compared to the static flat control.
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4.2 Introduction
A large number of studies on topographic effects have been conducted to investigate how
micron and nanoscale topographies affect cell adhesion and biofilm formation. Some nanoscale
topographies have been demonstrated to have bactericidal effects through direct damage to
bacterial membranes [1]. In contrast, micron-scale topographies do not have bactericidal effects
but may inhibit bacterial adhesion through specific effects on bacteria-material interactions [2].
Topographic features associated with a bacterial infection on medical devices were also studied
and it can be organized based on their locations of use such as breast implants [3], bone implants
[4–6], catheters [7], and oral implants [8–10]. Among these, orthopedics devices and dental
implants have been explored more than the other devices. It will be helpful to investigate the
effects of surface topography of soft materials such as breast implants and catheters.
As mentioned above, lots of researches about surface topography have been stated, and
recommended topographic designs to prevent bacterial adhesion were also suggested. However,
most of the topography studies on bacterial attachment were investigated based on static features
and suggested most strategies for biofilm control lost their abilities after mature biofilms are
fully formed on the surfaces. In other words, it is a lack of studies for the effects of dynamic
topography features on bacterial adhesion and biofilm control strategy on post-mature biofilms.
To remove mature biofilms from the surface, we developed a novel strategy of dynamic
topography using shape memory polymer (SMP). Based on the similar polymeric materials used
for urinary catheter devices, we used tert-butyl acrylate-based polymers and studied the effects
of dynamic change in topography on Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilm removal.
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4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Bacterial strains and growth medium
Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 [11] was routinely grown in Lysogeny Broth (LB) [12]
consisting of 10 g/L NaCl, 5 g/L yeast extract, and 10 g/L tryptone at 37°C with shaking at 200
rpm.
4.3.2 SMP substrate preparation
To enable the change in surface topography and biofilm removal, we prepared a glassy SMP
using t-Butyl acrylate (tBA), poly (ethylene glycol)n dimethacrylate (PEGDMA) with a
molecular weight of Mn=750, and photoinitiator 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA)
(Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), as described previously [13]. The tBA-co-PEGDMA
networks were synthesized by free radical photo-polymerization using a 0.4% (wt%)
photoinitiator (DMPA). The weight ratio between the linear chain building monomer (tBA) and
di-functional crosslinking monomer (PEGDA) was set as 9 to 1 to synthesize polymer networks
with a transition temperature slightly higher than body temperature (37°C) [13].
4.3.3 Preparation of SMP surfaces for biofilm formation
To prepare programmable SMP substrates that are flat as the permanent shape, the mixture was
injected between two glass slides with a 1 mm thick PDMS spacer using a syringe (Figure 4.1a).
The glass slides were pretreated with Rain-X to prevent the adhesion with cured SMPs [14]. Pre
polymerization was conducted under 365 nm UV irradiation for 10 min, followed by a thermal
post-cure for 1 h at 90°C to maximize the conversion of monomers [13]. The SMPs were stored
at room temperature until further processing. To prepare programmable SMP substrates with
recessive hexagonal patterns as the permanent topography, PDMS surfaces with 10 µm tall
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systematically designed hexagonal patterns with side length (L) of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, or 50 µm
and inter-pattern distance (D) of 2, 5, 10, 15, or 20 µm were used as molds to recreate the
recessive hexagonal patterns on the SMP surface during casting, by injecting the mixture
between a PDMS surface and a glass slide as described above (Figure 4.1b). These PDMS
surfaces were obtained using silicon wafers with complementary patterns etched via
photolithography as described previously [15,16].
To ensure uniform deformation during shape fixing (shape memory programming), both flat
and topographically patterned substrates were cut into dog bone-shaped specimens, which were
incubated at 50°C for 5 min and then gradually stretched using a manual stretcher to 1.5 times of
the original length. After an SMP substrate was deformed, the temporary shape was fixed via
approximately 5 min cooling at room temperature. To trigger the transition to the permanent
shape, these SMP substrates with their temporary shape were incubated in pre-warmed 0.85%
NaCl for 10 min at 40°C. To produce a static flat control substrate (that do not undergo shape
change when heated), flat SMP substrates after 1 h post-cure at 90°C were cut into small pieces
(2 mm in length and 1 mm in width) for biofilm formation. These surfaces were not stretched
and fixed in a temporary shape, so no shape change would occur at 40 ºC, serving as a control
group.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of the substrate preparation process. (a) Programmable SMP
substrates that are flat as the permanent shape. (b) Programmable SMP substrates with hexagonal
patterns as the permanent topography.

4.3.4 Biofilm formation
Flat control substrates and both flat and topographically patterned programmed substrates were
cleaned with deionized water, wiped to dry, and then sterilized in sterile Petri-dishes by 1 h UV
exposure per side. Overnight cultures of P. aeruginosa PAO1 was used to inoculate fresh LB
solution to an OD600 of 0.05.
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The biofilm cultures were incubated at room temperature for 48 h. Then, static flat controls and
programmed SMPs in their temporary shape (flat and topographically patterned programmed
substrates) with biofilms were gently washed three times with 0.85% NaCl solution and stained
with SYTO®9 from the Live/Dead® BacklightTM bacterial viability kit (Life Technologies,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) before imaging using an upright fluorescence microscope (Axio Imager
M1, Carl Zeiss Inc., Berlin, Germany). To determine biomass, 3D information was obtained
from a series of z stack images (1 µm interval), which were then analyzed using the software
COMSTAT [17]. To prevent the substrates with attached biofilms from drying during imaging,
the samples were soaked in clean 0.85% NaCl solution during imaging. After imaging, the
surfaces with biofilms were transferred to 0.85% NaCl solution pre-warmed at 40°C for 10 min
to trigger shape recovery. After shape change at 40°C for 10 min, the substrates were gently
washed three times again with a clean 0.85% NaCl solution and imaged. Flat control substrates
incubated at 40°C for 10 min but without shape change (no fixed temporary shape) were used as
the control. At least three biological replicates were tested for each condition and six positions
were randomly selected and imaged for each surface.
4.3.5 Statistics
All statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.1.3, Windows version (SAS, Cary, NC,
USA). Results with p < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 P. aeruginosa biofilm removals by shape memory polymer (SMP)
Bacteria can attach to any surface and biofilms are difficult to eradicate once they are formed.
To develop a new strategy of biofilm removal, we tested a shape memory polymer (SMP) with
topography for removing mature biofilms. SMP is a class of polymeric materials which has an
ability to change its deformation from a temporary shape to a permanent shape triggered by
stimuli such as heat, light, magnetic field, etc. We used tert-butyl acrylate (tBA)-based one-way
SMP to apply dynamic topography and added patterns to enhance the performance of biofilm
removal [18]. This polymer system was chosen because it has biocompatibility and shape
memory effect around glass transition temperature [19].
As shown in Figure 4.2a, about 2.5 logs of biofilms were detached by shape recovery within 10
min after temperature changed to 40°C. With 10 µm deep recessive hexagonal patterns, about 3
logs of 48 h mature biofilms (99.9% of biofilm cells) were removed from the surfaces. These
results were corroborated by fluorescence images (Figure 4.2b). To clarify the mechanism of
biofilm removal by shape recovery, it was needed to investigate whether the biofilm cells were
actively leaving from the surface or passively be detached by dynamic topographic change.
(a)
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(b)

Figure 4.2. Biofilm formation of P. aeruginosa PAO1 on static flat control and programmed substrates
(both flat substrates and substrates patterned with 10 μm deep recessive hexagonal patterns) fixed with a
temporary but stable uniaxial strain of >50% to contract by ∼50% when heated to 40 °C. The figures
show the biomass (a) and representative fluorescence images (b) of P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilms on
different surfaces before and after trigger (10 min incubation at 40°C) (bar = 50 μm). Mean ± standard
deviation shown.

4.4.2 Biofilm removal during shape change
Most changes in shape occurred in the first 6 min after shape recovery started (Figure 4.3a and
4.3b). Surface coverage by biofilms was 33.0% before shape recovery (t = 0 s) and dropped to
19.9% after just 4.3 s of shape recovery (Figure 4.3b). At 6 min, surface coverage further
decreased to 11.1% (Figure 4.3b). It is worth noticing that this experiment was conducted
without flow, and a gentle wash after shape change was sufficient to remove nearly all detached
cells (Figures 4.2 and 4.3c). Such detachment was not observed for the static flat control (no
shape recovery), which was also incubated at 40°C for 10 min (Figure 4.3d). After 10 min of
shape recovery, the same cell clusters remained on these static control surfaces (Figure 4.3d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.3. Biofilm removal during shape change. (a) A 3D image of P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm
detachment. This 3D image was taken when the rapid biofilm detachment occurred in the first 4.3 s after
topographic transition started. Due to the fast cell movement, trajectories of detached cells and cell
clusters were recorded as the z stage moved upward (representative cells highlighted using white arrows).
(b) Length and width of recessive hexagonal patterns measured during topographic change and the
surface coverage of P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilms at 0, 4.3, 360, and 600 s after the beginning of shape
recovery and the final surface after washing. (c and d) Fluorescence images of P. aeruginosa PAO1
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biofilms on topographically patterned programmed substrates (c) and static flat control (d) during
triggered shape change (10 min incubation at 40°C) (bar = 50 μm). Images show that cell clusters were
removed from the patterned SMP with shape change but remained on the flat control surfaces.
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4.5 Discussion
Despite the extensive research on fouling control during the past decades [20,21],
biocompatible materials that offer long-term biofilm control in a complex environment are still
yet to be developed. Moreover, removing mature biofilms that have large cell clusters and thick
extracellular matrices remains an unmet challenge. In this study, we introduced recessive
hexagonal patterns on SMP substrates to inhibit biofilm formation and obtained a dynamic
change in surface topography upon triggered shape memory recovery. The shape-change induced
biofilm dispersion was fast (∼6 min) and can remove large clusters from mature biofilms. This
material is also biocompatible [19], and the shape change can be triggered by gentle heating,
without using an electric or magnetic field as required by some other systems [22,23].
The topography was created using soft lithography [24]; thus, it is well-defined and can be
applied to a large surface area. Despite these advantages, we are aware that this SMP only has
one-way shape change. To be broadly adapted for diverse applications, the capability to go
through cyclic changes in shape is desirable. Some shape memory polymer chemistries have
been demonstrated to have two-way, triple shape, or other forms of multi-shape [25–28]. In the
future, we plan to test such polymers to obtain more sustainable antifouling properties. It will
also be helpful for biomedical applications to have the temporary shape maintained at body
temperature rather than room temperature. With regards to the mechanism of biofilm dispersion,
data presented herein revealed that biofilm dispersion was rapid and cell clusters were disrupted.
The exact mechanism of shape memory recovery triggered biofilm removal is unknown. We
speculate that the observed effects might be caused by the disruption of the biofilm matrix and
cell−surface interactions.
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4.6 Conclusion
In summary, we developed new antifouling surfaces based on shape memory triggered
changes in surface topography. This strategy was found effective for the removal of established
biofilms of P. aeruginosa PAO1. It is needed to understand the underlying mechanism and
develop biocompatible polymers for in vivo use. Long-term biofilm control may be possible by
employing surface topographies on such polymers to achieve biofilm inhibition and selfcleaning.
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Chapter 5
Physiological changes of Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilm cells
by one-way dynamic surface topography

This chapter has been published as below with minor modifications. Sang Won Lee, Huan Gu,
James Bryan Kilberg, and Dacheng Ren. Sensitizing bacterial cells to antibiotics by shape
recovery triggered biofilm dispersion. Acta Biomaterialia. 2018 Nov; 81: 93–102.
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5.1 Abstract
Microbial biofilms are a leading cause of chronic infections in humans and persistent
biofouling in industries due to the extremely high-level tolerance of biofilm cells to antimicrobial
agents. Eradicating mature biofilms is especially challenging because of the protection of the
extracellular matrix and the slow growth of biofilm cells. In Chapter 4, we reported that
established biofilms can be effectively removed (e.g. 99.9% dispersion of 48 h Pseudomonas
aeruginosa PAO1 biofilms) by shape memory polymer-based dynamic changes in surface
topography. Here, we demonstrate that such biofilm dispersion also sensitizes biofilm cells to
conventional antibiotics. For example, shape recovery in the presence of 50 mg/mL tobramycin
reduced biofilm cell counts by more than 3 logs (2,479-fold) compared to the static flat control.
The
observed effects were attributed to the disruption of biofilm structure and increase in cellular
activities as evidenced by an 11.8-fold increase in the intracellular level of adenosine
triphosphate (ATP), and a 4.1-fold increase in expression of the rrnB gene in detached cells.
These results can help guide the design of new control methods to better combat biofilmassociated antibiotic-resistant infections.
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5.2 Introduction
Bacteria can survive in challenging environments by attaching to a surface and developing a
biofilm that consists of sessile bacterial cells and an extracellular matrix [1]. Cells in mature
biofilms are also associated with slow growth, which renders most antibiotics ineffective [2,3].
Consequently, biofilms are up to 1,000 times more tolerant to antibiotics compared to planktonic
cells; and biofilms are involved in more than 65% of nosocomial infections according to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) [4–6].
The economical and clinical significance of biofilm-related problems has stimulated intensive
research to design more effective anti-fouling strategies [7–10]. To prevent bacteria from
colonizing a surface, different approaches have been explored to alter the properties of the
substrate materials such as surface chemistry [11–24], topography [8,25,34,35,26–33], and
stiffness [36–39]. Strategies for modifying surface chemistry include coating with antibacterial
agents [11–13,16,17,20–22] or other compounds that can change the charge [23] or
hydrophobicity [15,18,19]. Surface hydrophobicity can also be changed by altering surface
topography [35]. Inspired by natural anti-fouling surfaces such as sharkskin [28], lotus leaves
[15], taro leaves [19], and cicada wings [26], static micron- and nano-scale patterns and
roughness have been created and demonstrated to prevent biofilm formation without using
antimicrobial agents that can potentially promote resistance [8,25,34,26–33]. These chemical and
physical approaches have been demonstrated to inhibit bacterial adhesion for up to 14 days;
however, challenges such as the sustaining efficacy of agents, adverse effects of environmental
and host factors (e.g., covering by body fluid or metabolic products during bacterial growth), and
the remarkable capabilities of bacteria to adapt to challenging environments can allow bacteria to
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overcome unfavorable surface properties and eventually form biofilms over time [7]. Thus, it is
important to develop new technologies that can effectively remove mature biofilms.
Previous studies showed that, by altering the surface features using pneumatic actuation [40],
electrical voltage [41], and air-pressure or water inflation generated strain [42,43], up to 90% of
mature biofilm could be removed. In Chapter 4, we demonstrated strong activities of biofilm
removal by dynamic changes in surface topography using shape memory polymer (SMP). Using
tert-butyl acrylate (tBA) based SMP, on-demand shape recovery of the substrate material (both
flat SMP and that with micron-scale topographic patterns) can be triggered with gentle heating
(10 min at 40C), which led to effective removal of 48 h Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilms by
99.9% [44]. The observed biofilm removal was attributed to the physical disruption of biofilm
structure and cell-surface interactions. Because biofilm and planktonic cells have major
differences in physiology and antibiotic susceptibility [45], we hypothesize that shape recovery
triggered biofilm dispersion can also alter the antibiotic susceptibility of biofilm cells. To test
this hypothesis, we followed the antibiotic susceptibility of biofilm cells before and after shape
recovery and compared it with the control surfaces that were not programmed to have shape
change (henceforth "static flat control"). We also tracked the changes in intracellular ATP level
and gene expression profiles to understand the mechanism of observed results. The findings of
this study may help design the next generation of smart anti-fouling materials by combining
dynamic surface topography with antimicrobials.
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5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1 Bacterial strains and medium
P. aeruginosa PAO1 [46] was grown in Lysogeny Broth (henceforth LB medium) [47]
consisting of 10 g/L tryptone, 10 g/L NaCl, and 5 g/L yeast extract (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA). The reporter strain PAO1::rrnBP1-gfp(AGA) was constructed by integrating
rrnBP1-gfp(AGA) into the genome of P. aeruginosa PAO1 using the miniTn5 system to monitor
the expression of rrnB gene with the signal from unstable GFP(AGA).
5.3.2 SMP substrate fabrication
The shape memory polymer was synthesized by following the protocols reported previously
[44,48]. Briefly, the shape memory polymer (SMP) was synthesized using t-butyl acrylate (tBA),
poly (ethylene glycol)n dimethacrylate (PEGDMA) with Mn=750 molecular weight, and
photoinitiator 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA). The weight ratio between tBA and PEGDMA was set as 9:1; and a photoinitiator, DMPA,
was added as 0.4 wt.% to synthesize the tBA-co-PEGDMA polymer networks with a transition
temperature slightly above the body temperature (37°C). In our previous study [44], this tBA
based SMP exhibited a recovery ratio of 98.9% with a glass transition temperature of 44.3°C.
To make flat SMP, a sandwich structure was assembled with two glass slides as frames and a 1
mm thick PDMS spacer in-between. To minimize the adhesion of SMP to the glass slides, the
surfaces of both glass slides were modified with RainX. A mixture of tBA, PEGDMA, and
DMPA was injected between two glass slides. The mixture spread uniformly into the gap
between two glass slides (created by the PDMS spacer) due to the capillary effect. To cure the
mixture for pre-polymerization, 365 nm UV radiation was applied for 10 min. Post-curing was
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conducted at 90°C for 1 h to finish the synthesis of SMP networks. To ensure complete
crosslinking, we compared the swelling ratios after 1, 3, 5, and 10 min of UV exposure and
different amounts of post-curing time. As shown in Figure 5.1a, extending UV exposure time
beyond 3 min did not further change the swelling ratio, indicating that 3 min is sufficient. Figure
5.1b also shows that increasing post-curing time beyond 1 h did not change the swelling ratio.
Thus, we chose 10 min UV exposure with 1 h post-curing under 90°C to ensure complete
crosslinking, and keep consistency with the protocol that we followed [48] and our previous
study [44]. If further developed for real applications, it will be important to test other sterilization
methods that are easier to scale up, e.g. gamma radiation. This is beyond the scope of this study.
However, because we have achieved complete crosslinking, we do not expect significant changes
in biofilm control activities if gamma were used for sterilization.

Figure 5.1. The swelling ratio of tBA shape memory polymer prepared by varying UV exposure time
alone (a) and both exposure time and post-curing heating time at 90°C (b) The results indicate that 3 min
of UV exposure is enough to fully crosslink tBA. **p<0.01.
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5.3.3 Programmable SMP substrate preparation
To obtain the stretched temporary shape, flat SMPs were cut into a dog bone shape using a
manual stretcher. The manual stretcher with the dog bone shape SMP was incubated at 50°C for
8 min and stretched gently by 50% elongation. After the deformation, SMP was cooled to room
temperature for 5 min. To recover the SMP with temporary shape, it was incubated in 0.85 wt.%
NaCl solution at 40°C for 10 min. In our previous study [44], we have tested the recovery ratio
of this SMP and found it is 98.9%.
5.3.4 Biofilm formation
To grow biofilms, SMPs were cut into 0.5 cm by 1.5 cm coupons and then sterilized by
exposure to UV for 1 h for each side. Overnight cultures of P. aeruginosa PAO1 grown in LB
medium were used to inoculate the biofilm cultures in petri dishes containing SMPs to an optical
density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.05. Each petri dish held three biological replicates of SMP
coupons. Biofilms were cultured for 48 h at room temperature.
5.3.5 Antibiotic susceptibility test
After 48 h incubation, SMPs with attached biofilms were washed with 0.85 wt.% NaCl
solution three times to remove non-specifically attached planktonic cells. After washing, each
SMP was transferred to a pre-warmed test tube containing 2 mL of 0.85 wt.% NaCl solution and
incubated for 10 min at 40°C to trigger shape change. During this process, the programmed SMP
recovered to its permanent shape, while the static flat control maintained its own shape. After the
10 min incubation, shape recovery dispersed biofilm cells were harvested for analysis. For the
static flat control samples (biofilms on surfaces without stretching), biofilm cells were harvested
by 25 Hz bead beating for 30 s using 0.1 g of 0.1 mm zirconia/silica bead (BioSpec Products,
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Inc., Bartlesville, OK, USA). This approach was found effective to detach PAO1 biofilm cells
without affecting PAO1 cell viability (Figure 5.2). To avoid any possible confounding effect of
bead beating, cells detached by shape recovery were also processed with bead beating for 30 s
before further analysis. The harvested biofilm cells were transferred to a 96-well plate and tested
for susceptibility to six antibiotics including tobramycin (Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Tokyo,
Japan), ofloxacin (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), tetracycline (Sigma Aldrich),
minocycline (Sigma Aldrich), ciprofloxacin hydrochloride (Sigma Aldrich), and
chloramphenicol (Sigma Aldrich) added at different concentrations. After 1 h incubation at 37°C,
samples were washed three times with 0.85wt.% NaCl solution before plating on LB agar plates
to count colony forming units (CFU) by following a published protocol [49] after a series
dilution.

Figure 5.2. Viability of P. aeruginosa PAO1 planktonic cells (a) and biofilm cells (b) after bead beating
for a different amount of time. The results indicate that 30 s of beating is safe to cells. Bead beating was
required to remove biofilms from the surface. Thus, it is impractical to test the 0s sample. *p<0.05.
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5.3.6 Biomass quantification and cell viability test
The 48 h P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells on SMP were stained with SYTO®9 and propidium
iodine from the Live/Dead® BacklightTM bacterial viability kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA,
USA) after three times of washing with 0.85wt% NaCl solution. Imaging analysis was conducted
using an upright fluorescence microscope (Axio Imager M1, Carl Zeiss Inc., Berlin, Germany).
To quantify the biomass, z stack images with 3D information were obtained followed by
quantification analysis using software COMSTAT [50]. Three biological replicates were tested
for each condition and five images were randomly obtained for each surface.
5.3.7 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis
The biofilm cells on SMP substrates with different conditions were analyzed including 48 h
biofilms without treatment, biofilm cells detached by bead beating/shape recovery, and SMP
substrate surfaces after bead beating/shape recovery. The samples were immersed in a fixing
agent containing 2.5% glutaraldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA) for 1
h after three times of washing with 0.85wt% NaCl solution. Then, the substrates were transferred
into 1% Osmium tetroxide (OsO4, Sigma Aldrich) solution for post-fixation for 1 h followed by
further washing steps with 15, 30, 50, 70, 95, and 100% ethanol for 15 min each. The 100%
ethanol washing step was conducted three times. The samples were coated using a platinum
sputter (Edwards S150A, Edwards, Burgess Hill, England) under 30 mV with 75 sec deposition
time. SEM images were obtained using JEOL JSM-IT100LA (JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Three
biological replicates were imaged with five positions randomly selected from each sample.
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5.3.8 Intracellular level of adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
The ENLITEN ATP Assay System (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) was used for the ATP test
by following the manufacture's protocol. Briefly, the biofilm cells of both stretched and static flat
control samples were obtained as described above. The luminescence of each sample was
measured using a microplate reader (BioTek Synergy 2, BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA). We first
established a standard curve using samples with known concentrations of ATP. The amount of
ATP in actual samples was determined by fitting the ATP standard curve and normalized by the
number of cells in each sample. Three replicates were tested for each condition.
5.3.9 Expression level of rrnB
To monitor the growth activity of biofilm cells released by shape recovery and those of the
static flat control, an engineered reporter strain, PAO1::rrnBP1-gfp was used to determine the
rrnB expression level as indicated by the GFP signal intensity. Biofilm cells were harvested as
described above in the antibiotic susceptibility test. The intensity of the GFP signal was
measured using a BioTek Synergy2 microplate reader and normalized by cell number. Each
condition was tested with three replicates.
5.3.10 RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis
Total RNA of detached biofilm cells was extracted using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany). Biofilm cells were cultured in the same way as described above except that more and
bigger SMP coupons were used to obtain 9 times more cells per sample to ensure the abundance
of RNA needed for RNA-seq and quantitative PCR (qPCR) analyses. The cells were collected by
centrifugation for 3 min at 8,000 rpm at 4°C. RNA was isolated by following the protocol of the
RNeasy mini kit. The purity of RNA samples was evaluated using a Nanodrop tool of microplate
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reader EPOCH 2 (BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA). The quality of extracted RNA samples was
quantified using an Agilent 2,100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA)
and the RNA samples with an RNA integrity number (RIN) > 9 were chosen for rRNA depletion
using Ribo-zero rRNA removal kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) prior to RNA-seq analysis.
For qPCR analysis, the extracted RNA samples were used to synthesize cDNA using iScriptTM
cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). The quality of the cDNA samples was
checked using the microplate reader as mentioned above.
5.3.11 RNA-seq library construction
RNA-seq libraries were constructed using the NEBNext Ultra RNA Library Prep kit (New
England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA). Each library was quantified with Qubit 2.0 (dsDNA HS
kit; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and the size distribution was determined
using a Fragment Analyzer (Advanced Analytical Technologies, Ankeny, IA, USA) prior to
pooling. Libraries were sequenced on a NextSeq 500 instrument (Illumina, San Diego, CA,
USA) at the RNA Sequencing Core (RSC) Facility at Cornell University. At least 20 M singleend 75 bps reads were generated per library.
5.3.12 Validation of RNA-seq results using quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis
qPCR analysis was conducted to validate the RNA-seq results. The synthesized cDNA
template, DNA primer templates of interest (Table 5.1), and SYBR Green PCR master mix
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) were well mixed. The qPCR reactions were
conducted using an Eppendorf Mastercycler Realplex Thermal Cycler (Eppendorf, Hamburg,
Germany) with the following condition: initial denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, followed by 40
cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 10 s and annealing at 60°C for 1 min. The melting curve was
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conducted at 95°C for 20 min. The fluorescent signals were measured at the end of each cycle.
The expression ratios of the genes of interest were analyzed by the LinReg PCR program (Heart
Failure Research Center, Amsterdam, Netherlands). Five representative genes were tested
including proC, cynT, hirQ, hdhA, phnW, oprB, rrnB, and kdpB (Table 5.1). proC was chosen as
a housekeeping gene as used in previous studies both by us and other groups [51,52].
Table 5.1. Primers used in this study
Selected genes
proC
(housekeeping gene)
cynT
kdpB
nirQ
hdhA
phnW
rrnB

Forward primer sequence 5’ → 3’

Reverse primer sequence 5’ → 3’

ACCCCGCATAGCGTTCATC

GGAGACGATCAGTTGCTCCG

GCTCGCAACTGTTCAAGTCC
ATGCTGGTGGTCGAACTGAC
GCGGTATCTGCTACCTGGAC
TACTTCACCAACACCTCGCC
TGGGACAGCGATTTCAACGA
TGCCTGGTAGTGGGGGATAA

GCCGCTTTCGATGTCGTAGA
CAGGAAGATCAGGGTCAGGC
GGGTTGTAGGACACCACCAG
AAGCCCTGGACGACATTGAG
TCATGGCATCGACGATCAGG
GGACCGTGTCTCAGTTCCAG

5.3.13 Analysis of RNA-seq results
RNA-seq reads were processed with Cutadapt (version 1.8) to trim low quality and adaptor
sequences [53]. The mapping process to align the paired-end reads against P. aeruginosa PAO1
reference genome was performed using Tophat (version 2.1). Cufflinks (version 2.2) was used to
generate fragments per kilobase of transcript per million (FPKM) values and statistical analysis
of differential gene expression [54,55]. RNA-seq analysis was conducted with two biological
replicates. The results with absolute value of fold change > 2, p < 0.05, and q < 0.05 were
considered significant using Cufflinks (version 2.2) as mentioned above.
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5.3.14 Statistics
SAS 9.1.3, Windows version (SAS, Cary, NC, USA), was used for all statistical analyses.
Results with p < 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Shape recovery sensitized biofilm cells to bactericidal antibiotics.
To understand if better biofilm control can be obtained by concurrent treatment of biofilms
with antibiotics during shape recovery, we first tested shape recovery with 48 h P. aeruginosa
PAO1 biofilms in the presence of selected conventional antibiotics (including both bactericidal
and bacteriostatic agents). The unstretched samples were used as static flat control. As shown in
Figure 5.3, after such concurrent treatment with 50 µg/mL tobramycin, 5 µg/mL ofloxacin, 500
µg/mL tetracycline, or 200 µg/mL minocycline, the number of viable cells attached on the
surface was reduced by 4.4 ± 0.3 logs, 2.9 ± 0.06 logs, 2.1 ± 0.1 logs, and 3.1 ± 0.05 logs of the
original biofilm cell numbers, respectively. These correspond to 2,480, 710, 116, and 962 folds
of reduction by tobramycin, ofloxacin, tetracycline, and minocycline, respectively (p values <
0.001, one-way ANOVA adjusted by Tukey test) compared to the static flat control biofilm cells,
which went through the same treatment except that the cells were not detached (the SMP was not
stretched and thus no shape change) during incubation with the antibiotic.

Figure 5.3. Concurrent treatment of P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells. Shape recovery (10 min at 40C)
was triggered in the presence of an antibiotic. Four antibiotics were tested including tobramycin, ofloxacin,
tetracycline, and minocycline. *** p<0.001.
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The above results demonstrate potent activities in biofilm control. However, the data do not
reveal if the effects were due to dispersion, killing by antibiotics, or both. To more specifically
evaluate the antibiotic susceptibility of detached cells, we also conducted a sequential treatment
with shape recovery followed by antibiotic treatment. After growing P. aeruginosa PAO1 for
biofilm formation on stretched SMP and static flat controls for 48 h, two types of biofilm cells
were harvested including (1) cells dispersed by shape recovery during 10 min incubation of
stretched SMPs at 40°C and (2) biofilms cells on static flat controls that went through the same
10 min incubation and detached by bead beating (no effects on cell viability, Figure 5.2) prior to
antibiotic treatment. To specifically study the effects of shape recovery on bacterial antibiotic
susceptibility, biofilm cells detached by shape recovery were also treated with the same bead
beating step as the control samples (the method to harvest biofilm cells of the control samples)
before antibiotic treatment. The bead beating process was verified effective for biofilm removal.
As shown in Figure 5.4a, compared to the 9.1 ± 0.8 µm3/µm2 biomass of 48 h P. aeruginosa
PAO1 biofilms, it was dramatically reduced to 0.04 ± 0.004 µm3/µm2 and 0.04 ± 0.03 µm3/µm2
after bead beating or shape recovery, respectively (p = 0.001 for both; one-way ANOVA
adjusted by Turkey test). These results were corroborated by the SEM images shown in Figure
5.4. To verify that the bead beating condition is safe to cells, we further examined the cells using
Live/Dead staining and SEM analysis. No cell death was noted based on Live/Dead staining
(Figure 5.5a) and cell integrity was verified by SEM results (Figure 5.5b).
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Figure 5.4. SEM analysis of biofilm removal by shape recovery and bead beating. (a) Biomass of 48 h P.
aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells before and after shape recovery or bead beating. (b) Image of 48 h biofilm
cells prior to treatment. (c) Biofilm cells after bead beating (c1: detached biofilm cells. c2: Biofilm cells
remained on the surface). (d) Biofilm cells after shape recovery (d1: detached biofilm cells. c2: Biofilm
cells remained on the surface). *** p<0.001. Bar = 5 µm.

Figure 5.5. Miscropic images of P. aeruginosa PAO1 cells after bead beating. (a) Live/Dead staining of
P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells after bead beating (a1: GFP. a2: DsRed). (b) SEM images of biofilm
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cell morphology after bead beating (b1) and shape recovery (b2). Bar = 50 µm (a1 & a2) or 1 µm (b1 &
b2).

After harvesting the biofilm cells, tobramycin was added to treat both the static flat control and
shape recovery-dispersed biofilm cells for 1 h. As shown in Figure 5.6a, the log reduction after
treatment with 2, 10, and 50 μg/ml tobramycin was 0.7 ± 0.1, 1.2 ± 0.1, and 1.7 ± 0.1,
respectively, for static flat control biofilm cells. In comparison, 1.6 ± 0.2, 2.1 ± 0.1, and 2.4 ± 0.1
logs of shape recovery-dispersed biofilm cells were killed, indicating a 0.9 ± 0.2, 0.9 ± 0.01, and
0.7 ± 0.02 log increase in antibiotic susceptibility compared to static flat control (p = 0.01, 0.01,
and 0.002, one-way ANOVA adjusted by Turkey test). This suggests that shape recovery
triggered dispersion did not simply detach biofilm cells via physical forces but affected the
physiological stage of biofilm cells.
Consistent with the result of tobramycin, shape recovery triggered dispersion also sensitized
the biofilm cells to ofloxacin. As shown in Figure 5.6b, shape recovery released biofilm cells
were 0.4 ± 0.1 logs (p = 0.001, one-way ANOVA adjusted by Turkey test) more sensitive to 5
μg/mL ofloxacin than the static flat control biofilm cells. Similar results were also obtained for
ciprofloxacin (Figure 5.7a). Compared to these three bactericidal antibiotics, biofilms were not
sensitized to bacteriostatic antibiotics tested including tetracycline, minocycline, and
chloramphenicol (Figure 5.6c, d, and Figure 5.7b). This is likely due to the static nature of these
agents and indicates that the detached cells were not actively growing.
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Figure 5.6. Sequential antibiotic susceptibility test on P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells. Four antibiotics
were tested by adding to the biofilm cells dispersed by shape recovery including tobramycin (a), ofloxacin
(b), tetracycline (c), and minocycline (d). (e) Growth curves of collected biofilm cells. The biofilm cells of
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static flat control were detached by bead beating. The biofilm cells released by shape recovery were also
processed with bead beating to avoid any confounding effects. * p<0.05** p<0.01.

Figure 5.7. Sequential treatment of P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells by adding antibiotics to shape
recovery released biofilm cells. This figure shows the results of ciprofloxacin (a) and chloramphenicol
(b).

5.4.2 Effects of shape recovery triggered biofilm dispersion on the physiology of P. aeruginosa
cells.
An increase in antibiotic susceptibility of dispersed cells led to our speculation that shape
recovery may change the physiological stage of biofilm cells. To answer this question, we first
tested if dispersion affected the growth of these cells by incubating detached cells in LB medium.
After 2 h of inoculation, there was no difference in cell number between shape recovery released
cells and the static flat control sample released by bead beating (both were in lag phase; Figure
5.6e). The cells released by shape recovery were also processed by bead beating to avoid any
confounding effects. After the lag phase, cells in both samples started growing but at different
growth rates. The CFU number of shape recovery released biofilm cells after 3 h and 4 h of
incubation was 2.7 ± 0.6 and 1.5 ± 0.2 times higher than the static flat control biofilm cells,
respectively (p = 0.008 and 0.02, respectively, one-way ANOVA adjusted by Turkey test). This
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result indicates that the shape recovery released biofilm cells were at a relatively more active
stage, which is consistent with their enhanced antibiotic susceptibility.
To understand if shape recovery released cells were more active metabolically, we compared
the intracellular level of ATP in P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells between shape recovery
samples and static flat controls. ATP level is an indicator of cellular activities and known to be
associated with bacterial antibiotic susceptibility [56]. As shown in Figure 5.8a, the ATP level in
biofilm cells dispersed by shape recovery was 11.8 ± 2.7 times of the static flat control cells (p =
0.003, one-way ANOVA adjusted by Tukey test). This result indicates higher metabolic
activities in shape recovery-dispersed cells and corroborates the increase in antibiotic
susceptibility of these cells.
Intracellular ATP level is also known to affect the expression of the rrnB gene, which encodes
16s rRNA for cell growth [57,58]. Thus, we measured the expression level of the rrnB gene
using a reporter strain PAO1::rrnBP1-gfp(AGA). Consistent with the increase in ATP level, shape
recovery triggered dispersion led to a 4.1 ± 0.4-fold increase in rrnB expression compared to the
static flat control (Figure 5.8b) (p = 0.007, one-way ANOVA adjusted by Tukey test). The higher
expression level of the rrnB gene in dispersed cells was also verified using qPCR (2.0 ± 0.2-fold
increase compared to static flat control; p = 0.002, one-way ANOVA adjusted by Tukey test).
The rrnB expression results are consistent with the increase in ATP level and higher antibiotic
susceptibility in dispersed biofilm cells.
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Figure 5.8. (a) Intracellular ATP level in shape recovery released P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells and
static flat control. (b) Expression level of rrnB gene in P. aeruginosa PAO1::rrnBP1gfp(AGA) including
planktonic cells, shape recovery released cells, and static flat control. ** p<0.01.

5.4.3 Effects of shape recovery on P. aeruginosa gene expression
To further understand the effects of shape recovery triggered biofilm dispersion at the genomewide scale, RNA-seq analysis was used to compare the gene expression profiles between biofilm
cells dispersed by shape recovery and the static flat control. The RNA-seq results indicate that 70
genes were differentially expressed between dispersed cells and the control, including 47 upregulated genes and 23 down-regulated genes (Tables 5.2 and 5.3). Eight up-regulated genes and
6 down-regulated genes are related to ATP or metabolic activities (Figure 5.9a). Among these
genes, cynT, PA2843, mdlC, katB, phnW, hisD, and PA5312 were up-regulated and PA2550,
acsA, hdhA, and glpK were down-regulated. For ATP-related genes, nirQ was up-regulated by
3.1-fold, while kdpB was down-regulated by 3.6-fold. nirQ encodes denitrification regulatory
protein (nitric oxide reductase), also known as ATP-related protein NirQ, which reduces nitric
oxide (NO) to nitrous oxide (N2O) to avoid the accumulation of toxic NO in the cell [59]. During
the denitrification process, NirQ induces a concentration gradient of hydrogen ion through cell
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membrane which leads the synthesis of ATP [60]. kdpB is associated with potassium ion (K+)
transport, which requires ATP as an energy source [61]. Thus, the induction of nirQ and
repression of kapB is consistent with the increase in ATP level in dispersed cells.
To validate the RNA-seq data especially the genes related to metabolic activities, qPCR was
conducted for 5 representative genes, including cynT, nirQ, phnW, hdhA, and kdpB, plus rrnB
discussed above. The rrnB gene was not shown in the RNA-seq results because rRNA was
depleted during the pretreatment step before sequencing. All 5 representative genes showed
consistent results between RNA-seq and qPCR (Figure 5.9b). Thus, the qPCR data validated the
RNA-seq results and provided additional evidence that the shape recovery triggered dispersion
rendered P. aeruginosa biofilm cells to leave the physiological stage of biofilm growth,
becoming more active metabolically and consequently more sensitive to antibiotics.

Figure 5.9. Effects of shape recovery triggered dispersion on P. aeruginosa PAO1 gene expression. (a)
RNA-seq results of induced/repressed genes. (b) qPCR results of representative genes.
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Table 5.2. Up-regulated genes in response to dispersion (RNA-seq analysis).
Gene
PA2807
PA3237
PA3732
PA1137
PA1942
PA3320
PA2753
cynT
PA1283
PA0250
PA4610
PA3731
PA4354
PA0449
PA2868
PA2498
PA1503
mdlC
PA3762
PA3287
PA3278
PA0526
katB
phnW
ohr
PA4577
nirQ
PA4917
PA1673
PA5312
PA3496
PA4575
PA5494
PA0545
PA1518
PA3662
PA2843
hisD
ahpC

Log2 (fold change)
3.6
3.6
2.9
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.5
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.1
2.1
2.1
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.5
1.5

Function
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Zinc ion binding, oxidation-reduction process
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Carbonate dehydratase activity
Transcriptional regulators
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Adaptation (response to oxidative stress, response to stimulus)
Metabolic process, organic phosphonate catabolic process
Adaptation (response to oxidative stress, response to stimulus)
Hypothetical
ATPase activity, ATP binding
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Aldehyde dehydrogenase [NAD(P)+] activity
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Biosynthetic process
Histidine biosynthetic process
Adaptation (response to oxidative stress, response to stimulus)
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PA1029
ohrR
PA3238
PA0201
PA0251
PA1140
ppgL
PA5519

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.4

Hypothetical
Adaptation (response to oxidative stress, response to stimulus)
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical

Table 5.3. Down-regulated genes in response to dispersion (RNA-seq analysis).
Gene
PA3518
PA1346
PA3284
PA3283
PA3233
PA3234
hdhA
PA3519
kdpC
PA4637a
kdpB
PA1345
PA4023
PA2174
PA4139
acsA
PA3919
glpK
PA3922
oprB
PA2550
PA2511
PA0107

Log2 (fold change)
-2.7
-2.5
-2.4
-2.2
-2.1
-2.1
-2.0
-2.0
-1.9
-1.9
-1.8
-1.6
-1.6
-1.6
-1.5
-1.5
-1.5
-1.5
-1.5
-1.5
-1.4
-1.4
-1.3

Function
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Transporter activity, membrane protein
Metabolic process, oxidation-reduction process
Hypothetical
Potassium-transporting ATPase activity
Hypothetical
Potassium-transporting ATPase activity
Hypothetical
Amino acid transmembrane transport
Hypothetical
Hypothetical
Metabolic process, acetyl-CoA biosynthetic process from acetate
Hypothetical
Carbohydrate metabolic process, phosphotransferase activity
Hypothetical
Carbohydrate transport
Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase activity
Regulation of transcription
Hypothetical
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5.5 Discussion
Despite the well-recognized significance, biofilm control strategies have been largely limited
to biofilm prevention and the direct killing of biofilm cells. Eradicating established biofilms
remains challenging. Previous research on biofilm removal has been largely based on the use of
forces generated by air bubbles [62,63], shock wave [64,65], water jet [66], acoustic energy [67],
and magnetically rotating micro rods [68,69]. These conditions can be harsh and require
additional equipment, which may hinder in vivo applications. In comparison, SMP enabled shape
recovery can be achieved under rather gentle conditions such as moderate temperature change in
this study, or by the electrical current [70–72] and light [73].
In Chapter 4, we demonstrated that mature biofilms can be effectively removed by using ondemand changes in the substrate configuration of SMP [44]. In the present study, we further
demonstrate that such on-demand dispersion can also sensitize biofilm cells to conventional
antibiotics. Up to 9-fold increase in antibiotic susceptibility was observed when antibiotics were
added after dispersion and more than 3 logs (2,479 times) reduction of biofilm cells was obtained
by adding antibiotics during shape recovery. While bactericidal antibiotics showed significant
differences between shape recovery conditions and control biofilm cells during sequential
treatment, there was no significant difference for bacteriostatic antibiotics tested. This is not
unexpected because what we did was a killing test and thus static agents would not show the
same effects. It will be interesting to further test different classes of bactericidal compounds.
The synergy between physical factors and antibiotics in biofilm control has been reported. For
example, using ultrasound [74,75] or ultrasound targeted microbubble destruction [76] in
combination with antibiotics such as gentamicin and vancomycin can enhance the killing of
biofilm cells due to the disruption of cell membranes [45]. However, the condition of shape
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recovery in this study alone did not cause direct killing of biofilm cells as evidenced by
Live/Dead staining and SEM analysis. Also, the released cells were able to grow faster than the
static flat control that was detached by bead beating (verified not to affect viability). This result
suggests that the effects were through a different mechanism and the cells were not just passively
dispersed by shape recovery. Instead, it might be through physiological changes in these cells.
Consistent with the results of antibiotic susceptibility, shape recovery triggered biofilm
dispersion led to a higher level of intracellular ATP, slightly faster growth, and significant
changes in gene expression in the dispersed cells. No change in the expression of biofilm matrix
genes was observed. This is not unexpected because shape recovery happened in minutes; and
thus, biofilm dispersion can be largely attributed to physical factors. Nevertheless, the results do
indicate that dispersion caused physiological changes to the dispersed cells, which rendered these
cells to enter a more active stage and thus more susceptible to bactericidal antibiotics.
Increasing evidence indicates that bacteria have complex systems to sense environmental cues
when deciding biofilm formation vs. planktonic growth [37,77–80]. Biofilm cells are also known
to disperse naturally when the environment changes to be unfavorable for bacteria to stay
[81,82]. Some cell signaling systems have been shown to trigger biofilm dispersion [82–84].
Based on the results of this study, we speculate that biofilm cells may also be able to sense and
respond to physical factors and adjust their physiological status for dispersion, which alters
antibiotic susceptibility of these cells. Further study on such a sensing mechanism may shed new
light on the fundamental understanding of the biofilm life cycle.
Different technologies have been developed for biofilm removal, biofilm killing, or both.
However, the options for biofilm removal with gentle conditions are limited. In a recent study,
we reported effective (up to 99.9%) biofilm removal using shape memory polymers [44]. Here
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we demonstrate that such removal also sensitizes biofilm cells to bactericidal antibiotics. It is
encouraging to us since effective eradication of biofilm cells with lower doses of antibiotics can
help reduce the risk of resistance development.
We chose room temperature incubation for biofilm growth and 40C for triggering shape
change to be consistent with our previous report [44], and allow us to study the effects on
antibiotic susceptibility of dispersed cells specifically. To further develop this technology for in
vivo applications, the polymer needs to be tested for antifouling activities at human body
temperature and evaluated for cytotoxicity to mammalian cells. The temperature for triggering
shape change can be adjusted by altering the ratio of tBA and PEGDMA. Alternatively, some
shape memory polymers allow shape recovery to be triggered by other means such as electric
signal [70–72] and light [73], which may ease medical applications. With further development,
this technology has potential applications in medical devices that have major polymer
components, e.g. catheters. This is part of our ongoing work.
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5.6 Conclusion
The results of this study revealed that dynamic topography by shape recovery can sensitize the
detached biofilm cells to conventional antibiotics. Specifically, the biofilm cells released by
shape recovery were up to 9-fold more susceptible to antibiotics than the static flat control in
sequential treatments; and more than 3 logs of biofilm reduction was achieved by concurrent
treatment (shape recovery in the presence of antibiotics). Consistent with the increase in
susceptibility to antibiotics, 11.8 times more ATP production and 4.1 times higher rrnB
expression levels were observed in biofilm cells dispersed by shape recovery compared to the
static flat control. These findings were corroborated by RNA-seq and qPCR results and indicate
that shape recovery triggered dispersion rendered bacterial cells to leave the physiological stage
of biofilm growth and entered a more active and drug-susceptible stage. The graphical abstract
summarizes the main findings of this study. Collectively, the findings from this study suggest
that effective controls can be developed to eradicate biofilm cells with combined physical
(dynamic surface topography) and chemical (antibiotics) factors.
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Chapter 6
Removal of Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilms using reversible dynamic surface
topographies
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6.1 Abstract
Bacteria can colonize essentially any surface and form biofilms which are multicellular
structures embedded in an extracellular matrix. Due to high-level resistance to antimicrobial
agents, the significance of developing strategies to eliminate microbial biofilms in the
biomedical field is growing. As described in Chapter 4, we developed a one-way shape memory
polymer (SMP) that can create dynamic surface topography to remove 99.9% of 48 h
Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 biofilms via shape recovery effect. We further demonstrated
that such a dynamic substratum can sensitize the detached biofilm cells to antibiotics, which was
attributed to an increase in its metabolic activity and ribosome gene expression in Chapter 5.
However, this SMP can only have recovery once, limiting its potential for long-term biofilm
control. To prove the concept that biofilm can be more effectively removed by repeated shape
change, we synthesized reversible shape memory polymers (rSMPs) with varying molecular
weights of poly(ɛ-caprolactone) diisocyanatoethyl dimethacrylate (PCLDIMA), with 25 wt.%
butyl acrylate (BA) as a linker, and 1 wt.% benzoyl peroxide (BPO) as a thermal initiator.
Among various combinations of PCLDIMA with different molecular weights, we chose a 2:1 wt.
ratio mixture of 2,000 g/mol and 15,000 g/mol PCLDIMA, which showed a transition
temperature around body temperature (36.8°C). The synthesized rSMP demonstrated good
reversible shape recovery for up to 3 cycles. We demonstrated up to 94.3±1.1% removal of 48 h
P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells after three consecutive shape recovery cycles. Moreover, the
detached biofilm cells were 5.0±1.2 times more prone to 50 µg/mL tobramycin than the biofilm
cells on the static control. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first application of reversible
SMP for biofilm control.
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6.2 Introduction
Microorganisms can attach to any surfaces and develop multicellular structures known as
biofilms. With a complex 3D structure and protection of an extracellular matrix, biofilms allow
microbes to survive under challenging conditions such as antimicrobial agents and host immune
systems [1–3]. In addition, the slow growth of bacterial cells in mature biofilms further
contributes to the ineffectiveness of antibiotics, making biofilms highly difficult to control [4,5].
Although modern technologies have gradually reduced healthcare-associated infection (HAI)
rates in the past decade [6], chronic infection associated with biofilms is still a major concern.
The significant challenges of biofilms have triggered intensive research on antifouling
strategies. A common strategy is surface coating with antimicrobials [7–9] or creating materials
that release antimicrobials [10–12] to kill bacterial cells directly. Alternatively, physical means
have been explored to modify surface properties such as charge [13], hydrophobicity [14–17],
stiffness [18–21], and topography [22–26]. Unfortunately, most methods developed to date are
limited to short-term in vitro conditions. Long-term infection control is still challenging short
duration of antimicrobial protection, and the capability of biofilm bacteria to overcome
unfavorable conditions and host immune response [27,28]. New technologies are needed for
long-term biofilm control.
Dynamic surface topography has been studied recently as an approach to remove mature
biofilms. Epstein et al. [29] demonstrated up to 80% removal of 24 h P. aeruginosa biofilm from
PDMS surfaces by creating 2 µm dynamic wrinkles with uniaxial mechanical strain. Pneumatic
actuation [30], electrical voltage [31], magnetic field [32], and air pressure [33] were also used as
a mean to change a surface and remove well-formed biofilms. In Chapter 4, we achieved ondemand biofilm control using tert-butyl acrylate (tBA) based shape memory polymer (SMP)
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which demonstrated 99.9% removal of 48 h P. aeruginosa biofilm compared to the static control
[34]. In addition, we found that cells detached by dynamic topography were sensitized to
antibiotics static control [35]. However, one-way SMP can only go through shape change once,
which limits its biomedical applications, especially for long-term use.
In this study, we synthesized a caprolactone based copolymer which has a reversible shape
memory effect. We characterized the melting temperatures of the copolymers by changing the
combination of caprolactone molecular weights. The reversible shape memory polymer (rSMP)
with the melting temperature around body temperature was chosen and the shape recovery
performance was investigated for its effects on biofilm removal and antibiotic susceptibility of
detached cells.
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6.3 Materials and Methods
6.3.1 Copolymer synthesis
Oligo(ԑ-caprolactone)diols (OCLs) was synthesized through a ring-opening polymerization
reaction (Figure 6.1) using ԑ-caprolactone, ethylene glycol, 1,2-dichloroethane, and dibutyltin
oxide as catalyst (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) as described previously [36]. The crude
products were purified using silica gel and hexane (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). For
end-group functionalization of OCLs, 2-isocyanatoethyl methacrylate (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA) was added with dibutyltin dilaurate as catalyst (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA)
and dichloromethane as solvent (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) [37]. After synthesis, a
mixture of hexane/methanol/diethyl ether (18:1:1) (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was
used to purify poly(ɛ-caprolactone) diisocyanatoethyl dimethacrylate (PCLDIMA) [37]. To
obtain a final product of reversible shape memory polymers (rSMPs), PCLDIMAs with two
different molecular weights were crosslinked with butyl acrylate (BA; Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO, USA) under a thermal initiator benzoyl peroxide (BPO; Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,
USA). A 1wt.% thermal initiator, BPO, was used to initiate the polymerization at high
temperature (90°C) condition.

Figure 6.1. Schematic of polymer synthesis. Reactions for the synthesis of PCL-diol via ring-opening
polymerization and PCLDIMAs. The rSMP was crosslinked with PCLDIMAs of two different molecular
weights with adding 25 wt.% butyl acrylate (BA), and 1 wt.% benzoyl peroxide (BPO).
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6.3.2 Programmable rSMP substrate preparation
To demonstrate a reversible shape recovery effect, flat rSMPs were programmed into a 18°
curved shape. The flat rSMP was incubated at 60°C for 10 min and the 18° (from the bottom)
curved shape was fixed using a glass cylinder and a tape. The tape-fixed rSMP was cooled down
to room temperature for 10 min to maintain its 18° curved shape and then the tape was removed.
The shape recovery performance was conducted between 0°C and 40°C for 10 min at each
temperature.
For a stretched rSMP, the flat surfaces were cut into a dog bone shape and stretched gently (in
10 min) with 18% elongation at 60°C using a manual stretcher. Under fixation, the stretched
rSMP was then cooled to room temperature for 10 min. To recover the programmed rSMP, it
was incubated in 0.85 wt.% NaCl solution at a low temperature (0°C or room temperature) and
then a high temperature (40°C) for 10 min at each temperature. These two incubation steps
comprise a cycle of shape recovery. The performance of a shape recovery test and a biofilm
removal test were conducted up to 3 cycles.
6.3.3 Bacterial strain and medium
Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 [38] was grown at 37°C in Lysogeny Broth (henceforth LB
medium) [39] consisting of 10 g/L NaCl, 10 g/L tryptone, and 5 g/L yeast extract (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).
6.3.4 Biofilm formation
To grow biofilms, rSMPs were sterilized by exposing UV light for 1 h each side, and P.
aeruginosa PAO1 was used to inoculate each biofilm culture in a petri dish containing sterilized
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rSMP samples (three in each) to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.05. The biofilm
samples were cultured at room temperature for 48 h before shape recovery.
6.3.5 Biomass
The effects of biofilm removal were evaluated using imaging analysis. First, the 48 h P.
aeruginosa PAO1 biofilms were washed with 0.85 wt.% NaCl solution three times and stained
with a Live/Dead® BacklightTM bacterial viability kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA)
for 15 min. The stained biofilm cells were then imaged using an upright fluorescence microscope
(Axio Imager M1, Carl Zeiss Inc., Berlin, Germany). Biomass of biofilms was quantified by
analyzing 3D Z-stack images using COMSTAT [40]. Three biological replicates were analyzed
for each condition with five different positions randomly selected from each sample.
6.3.6 Antibiotic susceptibility
Antibiotic susceptibility of biofilm cells was determined by following the same procedure
described in our previous studies [35,41]. Briefly, rSMPs with attached biofilm cells were
washed three times with 0.85 wt.% NaCl solution and transferred to a 40°C pre-warmed test tube
containing 2 mL of 0.85 wt.% fresh NaCl solution. After incubation for 10 min, the sample was
moved to a test tube at room temperature containing the same 0.85 wt.% NaCl solution. Three
cycles of temperature changes were applied. For the programmed rSMPs, biofilm cells detached
by shape recovery were harvested upon the completion of the 3rd cycle of shape recovery. The
biofilm cells on flat rSMPs were harvested by bead beating with the maximum frequency for 30
s using 0.1 g of 0.1 mm zirconia/silica bead (BioSpec Products, Inc., Bartlesville, OK, USA). To
avoid the confounding effect of bead beating, the same process was also conducted with the
biofilm cells detached by shape recovery. The harvested biofilm cells from both the programmed
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rSMP and the control rSMP were then treated with 50 µg/mL tobramycin (Tokyo Chemical
Industry Co., Tokyo, Japan) for 1 h at 37°C and washed three times with 0.85 wt.% NaCl
solution. The washed samples were plated on LB agar plates to count colony forming units
(CFU) [42] and determine antibiotic susceptibility by comparing to untreated controls.
6.3.7 Statistics
SAS 9.1.3, Windows version (SAS, Cary, NC, USA), was used for all statistical analyses. Data
with p < 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.
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6.4 Results
6.4.1 rSMP synthesis
To synthesize a copolymer of rSMP, poly(ɛ-caprolactone) diisocyanatoethyl dimethacrylate
(PCLDIMAs) with two different molecular weights need to be crosslinked with 25 wt.% butyl
acrylate (BA) and 1 wt.% thermal initiator, benzoyl peroxide (BPO). Due to the combination of
PCLDIMAs with two different molecular weights, the melting temperature can be adjusted. For
possible use of rSMPs in biomedical applications, the melting temperature was adjusted around
body temperature, 36.5°C, as indicated by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis.
Among all combinations of copolymers shown in Table 6.1, two molecular weights of
PCLDIMA (2,000 g/mol and 15,000 g/mol) with a weight ratio 2:1 was chosen to form the
backbone of shape memory polymer with 25 wt.% BA added as a crosslinker (shown 36.8°C,
Figure 6.2, for the melting temperature). A wide range of melting temperature was obtained with
reversible shape recovery effects.

Table 6.1. Melting temperatures of copolymers crosslinked between PCLDIMAs of different molecular
weights and 25 wt.% BA with 1 wt.% BPO.
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Figure 6.2. DSC result of a copolymer crosslinked between PCLDIMAs, 2,000 g/mol, and 15,000 g/mol,
with a ratio of 2:1 and 25 wt.% BA as a crosslinker with 1 wt.% BPO as a thermal initiator.

6.4.2 Reversible shape recovery
Based on the melting temperature of 36.8°C, two temperatures were set up at 0°C and 40°C for
repeated shape recovery. The reversible shape recovery was conducted three cycles first and then
the high temperature gradually increased 5°C every cycle up to 60°C after the 3rd cycle to verify
the reproducibility of the shape recovery effect in terms of the applied temperature. Figure 6.3
summarizes of shape recovery test results. A temporary U shape (18° curved from the bottom) of
the rSMP was programmed and set as an initial state. At 40°C, the initially programmed rSMP
changed its deformation into a widely opened phase (12°) and it was deformed back into a
slightly opened phase (15°) at 0°C. After 1st cycle of shape recovery, the rSMP was at a more
opened state (15°) than the initially programmed U shape presumably (18°) due to the
reorientation of polymer chains. However, both the opened U shapes at 40°C and 0°C,
respectively, were maintained over time by the 3rd cycle. As the set high temperature increased
5°C after the 3rd cycle, the rSMP gradually lost its original U shape. At 60°C the surface became
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flat (0°). This result was expected because the applied high temperature of 60°C, exceeded the
range of melting temperature for programmed deformation.

Figure 6.3. Reversible shape recovery of 2,000 and 15,000 g/mol (2:1 ratio) rSMPs (with adding 25 wt.%
BA and 1 wt.% BPO).

6.4.3 Biofilm removal by reversible shape recovery
After confirming repeated shape change, we tested biofilm removal by stretching rSMPs
bidirectionally with 18% elongation. P. aeruginosa PAO1 was cultured to form biofilms on UVsterilized rSMP samples at room temperature for 48 h. Each cycle of shape recovery was
conducted between 0°C and 40°C and the biomass on the substratum was measured through a
Live/Dead staining process and fluorescent microscopy. The collected 3D Z-stacked images
were quantified using COMSTAT [40]. Figure 6.4a shows good shape recovery by 3rd cycles,
e.g., 96.9±1.0% at the end of 3 cycles. As shown in Figure 6.4b, the biomass of P. aeruginosa
PAO1 was significantly reduced by shape recovery. There was no significant change of the
biomass on the flat control after 3 cycles of shape recovery. In comparison, the biomass on the
programmed rSMPs was 55.0±6.1, 77.6±6.5, and 93.6±0.8% lower than the flat control at every
cycle of shape recovery (p=0.004, 0.036, and 0.00004, t-test), corresponding to a total of
94.3±1.0% biomass reduction after 3 cycles compared to the biomass on the initial stage of the
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programmed rSMPs (p<0.001, one way repeated measures ANOVA adjusted by Turkey test).
The CFU results were corroborated by fluorescence microscopy, Figure 6.4c, which showed a
substantial reduction of surface coverage.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.4. Shape recovery behavior and biofilm removal (0 degree and 40 degree). (a) The shape
recovery percentage of the synthesized polymers. (b) Biomass after each cycle. (c) Representative images
of biofilms. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p<0.001.

The experiments above demonstrate the feasibility of additional biofilm removal using
repeated shape recovery. However, 0°C is rather harsh for many applications. We repeated the
biofilm tests between room temperature and 40°C. The effects were less potent than 0°C, but
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significant biofilm removal was obtained; e.g., 21.6±1.7% (p=0.014, t-test) after 3 cycles of
shape recovery, Figure 6.5a. The biofilm results are consistent with shape recovery property
(Figure 6.5b) and the results of fluorescence microscopy (Figure 6.5c).
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Figure 6.5. Shape recovery behavior and biofilm removal (0 degree and RT). (a) Biomass after each
cycle. (b) The shape recovery percentage of the synthesized polymers. (c) Representative images of
biofilms. *p < 0.05.
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6.4.4 Reproducibility of biofilm removal through shape recovery
Repeatable shape recovery brings a possibility for long-term biofilm control. To test this
hypothesis, we transferred the rSMP after the 1st shape recovery into a fresh LB media to grow
the biofilm again for 48 h at room temperature. As shown in Figure 6.6a, the biomass of the
remained biofilm cells after 1st shape recovery from the programmed rSMP slightly decreased
(5.9±3.5%) and went up again after culturing in the fresh LB medium for 48 h. There was no
significant difference in biomass between ‘after 1st shape recovery’ and ‘regrown biofilm cells’
(Figure 6.6a, p=0.087, t-test) and the fluorescent microscopic images (Figure 6.6b). However,
after the regrown biofilm for 2 days, the biofilm removal via shape recovery was significantly
increased after three consecutive cycles of shape recovery (a total of 4th shape recovery cycle)
which showed a total of 32.8±7.2% biomass reduction (p=0.007, t-test) compare to the flat
control. Fluorescence microscopy results support the CFU data (Figure 6.6b). Thus, biofilm
removal was obtained overtime after the repeated shape recovery of rSMPs.
(a)
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1.5
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0.5
0.0
Initial
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New LB
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4th

Number of shape recovery cycle
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(b)

Figure 6.6. Shape recovery behavior and biofilm removal (RT and 40 degree). (a) Biomass after each
cycle. After 1st shape recovery, the sample was transferred into new LB media and the biofilm was
regrown for 2 days. Then, shape recovery was conducted three more cycles, and biomass was measured
after the 1st and 3rd cycle (total 2nd and 4th cycle). (b) Representative images of biofilms. **p < 0.01.

6.4.5 Biofilm removal sensitized detached cells to tobramycin
In Chapter 5, we have demonstrated that the shape recovery can sensitize the biofilm cells to
antibiotics and increase the intracellular level of ATP [35]. To understand if the rSMP has
similar effects, we tested the susceptibility of cells detached by shape recovery and bead beater
(control) to tobramycin. As shown in Figure 6.7, the detached biofilm cells by shape recovery
were 0.7±0.1 log (5.0±1.2 times) more susceptible to the 50 µg/mL tobramycin than the control
(p=0.004, t-test). Thus, reversible shape recovery by the newly synthesized rSMP also can
sensitize the biofilm cells to the tobramycin which implies a potential use for combinational
therapy, a physical detachment with antibiotic treatment.
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50 g/mL tobramycin
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Programmed rSMP
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Figure 6.7. Sequential treatment of P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells. Tobramycin at 50 µg/mL was
tested by adding to the biofilm cells dispersed after the 3rd shape recovery cycle. The biofilm cells of
static flat control were detached by bead beating. The biofilm cells released by shape recovery were also
processed with bead beating to avoid any confounding effects. **p < 0.01.
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6.5 Discussion
Biofilm control strategies to date are largely limited to the direct killing of biofilm cells and the
prevention of biofilm formation[43–55] [7,8,13–25,56–70]. With the activities of conventional
antibiotics limiting, it is important to develop new methods to remove mature biofilms and/or
sensitize biofilm cells to antibiotics.
In Chapter 4, we have developed on-demand biofilm control using a dynamic topographic
stratum of SMP and obtained up to 99.9% removal of 48 h mature P. aeruginosa PAO1
biofilms[34]. In addition, we demonstrated that the dynamic deformation of the substrate can
sensitize the detached biofilm cells to antibiotics possibly due to elevated levels of intracellular
ATP, which showed a potential for combinational therapy in biomedical applications in Chapter
5 [35]. In this study, to overcome the limitation of one-way SMP that cannot be reactivated
repeatedly over time, we synthesized a caprolactone-based SMP with the capability of reversible
shape recovery. It has 3 cycles of 98.9±1.2% (average) shape recovery percentage of between
room temperature and 40°C. The removal of 48 h P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm was 21.6±1.7%
after 3 consecutive cycles and the reliability of the reproduction for biofilm removal via shape
recovery (32.8±7.2%) was also demonstrated. Moreover, a synergy effect between an antibiotic
treatment and biofilm removal was demonstrated showing 5.0±1.2 times more susceptible to 50
µg/mL tobramycin compared to the control biofilm cells.
Several stimuli have been shown to trigger shape change including heat [37,71–75], light [76–
78], solvent [79–81], electricity [82–84], microwave [85–87], ultrasound [88–90], etc. Due to a
need for additional equipment, feasibility, and safety, however, the heat stimulus has been
highlighted the most in biomedical applications. In the present study, the newly synthesized
rSMP is a chemically crosslinked semi-crystalline polymer with a heat-responsive property [37].
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Functional groups, methacrylate groups, from two different molecular weights of PCLDIMAs
were crosslinked together by a crosslinker, BA at 90°C. The reversible shape memory effect
requires a wide range of melting temperature [91]. The two segments of the rSMP had two
different melting temperatures (one with a high melting temperature and the other with a low
melting temperature) before they were crosslinked, and this created a wide range of melting
temperature after the copolymerization. Within the wide melting temperature range, two
elements coexisted as a "shifting-geometry determining segment" (an element with a higher
melting temperature) and an "actuator segment" (an element with a lower melting temperature).
After programming the rSMP, the stretched sample shrunk at high temperature when the
crystalline phase of the "actuator segment" is partially melted which leads to the increase of
contraction force. The sample was contracted to the intermediate deformation until the
contraction force and an internal tensile force are balanced. At a low temperature, on the other
hand, the internal tensile force becomes dominant and this results in a further elongation of the
rSMP. By using the same principle of reversible shape recovery effect, other materials of
copolymers with different melting temperature range were synthesized [73,74,92–96] and be
tested for future antifouling materials.
The application of SMPs in the biomedical field has been limited to self-tightening sutures
[97–99], self-expansion stents [100], drug delivery carriers [101–103], and artificial bandages
[104] based on the property of one-way shape recovery effect. Though there are reversible
SMPs, it is difficult to apply two stimuli to the inside of patients. Although the triggering
temperatures need to be further optimized, the results from this study proved the feasibility to
obtain repeated actuation and biofilm removal. By coating the internal surface of tubes and
fabricating internal parts of the devices with a rSMP material, clusters of the biofilm cells can be
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removed/detached via self-cleaning ability which does not need the replacement or disassemble
of the biomedical devices.
It is unknown if the repeated shape recovery will cause any other changes such as the
roughness and topography of the surface. This is part of our ongoing study. It will also be helpful
to study how bacteria attach to surfaces that have gone through shape recovery. This will provide
important information to evaluate the potential of this technology for long-term biofilm control.
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6.6 Conclusion
In summary, this study demonstrated dynamic changes in topography via shape recovery to
detach mature biofilm from the surfaces. The newly synthesized rSMP consists of 2,000 g/mol
and 15,000 g/mol PCLDIMA with a ratio of 2:1, 25 wt.% BA as a crosslinker, and 1 wt.% BPO
as a thermal initiator. The shape memory effect of the rSMP can be repeated up to 3 cycles with
reliable reproducibility. The mature 48 h P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells were significantly
removed by up to 94.3±1.0% after three cycles of consecutive shape recovery. The dynamic
changes of substratum also can sensitize the detached biofilm cells to 50 µg/mL tobramycin by
5.0±1.2 times more than the biofilm cells from the static control. Reversible shape recovery has
the potential for long-term biofilm control in medical and industrial applications.
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7.1 Conclusions
Medical device-associated infections have been studied intensively for a long time to lower the
infection rates and improve the safety of medical devices. Unfortunately, the presence of
antibiotic tolerant biofilms makes it challenging. Various kinds of strategies (surface chemistry,
biology, surface property, etc.) have attempted to eradicate biofilms from medical devices.
Among these strategies, we have focused on the effects of surface property especially
topography. Studies were conducted to investigate the effect of micron to nanoscale topographies
that are either synthetic or inspired by nature such as sharkskin, lotus leaf, gecko skin, cicada
wings, and others. To engineer biomaterials with antifouling topographies, systems of static,
active, and dynamic surface topographies were developed. In this study, I have studied the
effects of static and dynamic surface topography on bacterial attachment and biofilm formation
using PDMS and shape memory polymer (SMP) biomaterials.
Studying the effects of PDMS static surface topography on bacterial adhesion and biofilm
formation was motivated by BIA-ALCL associated with textured breast implants. We developed
a high-throughput method to study bacterial attachment PDMS surfaces with systematically
varied topographic features. By examining bacterial adhesion on these surfaces, we found that E.
coli, a Gram-negative strain, prefers to attach to certain features (S10 D5, S10 D2, and S5 D2)
than the flat control under static condition. In addition, we observed that E. coli prefers to attach
to the interfacial junction area rather than the open flat area. Because the area of interfacial
junctions can help microorganisms to escape from the host immune system, these surface
structures may increase the risk of BIA-ALCL.
To control mature biofilms, we developed one-way SMP to remove/detach mature biofilm
from the biomaterials. tert-butyl acrylate-based (tBA) SMP can change its surface topography by
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a stimulus of 40°C heating for 10 min. This strategy was found effective for the removal of
established 48h P. aeruginosa PAO1 biofilms by 99.9%. To understand the mechanism of
biofilm removal via shape recovery, the physiological changes of detached biofilm cells were
studied. The biofilm cells released by shape recovery were up to 9-fold more susceptible to
antibiotics than the static flat control in sequential treatments; and more than 3 logs of biofilm
reduction was achieved by concurrent treatment (shape recovery in the presence of antibiotics).
Consistent with the increase in susceptibility to antibiotics, 11.8 times more ATP production and
4.1 times higher rrnB expression levels were observed in biofilm cells dispersed by shape
recovery compared to the static flat control. These findings were corroborated by RNA-seq and
qPCR results and indicate that shape recovery triggered dispersion rendered bacterial cells to
leave the physiological stage of biofilm growth and entered a more active and drug-susceptible
stage.
Due to the limitation of one-time use for one-way SMP, the property of reversible shape
recovery is needed for long-term biofilm control. The newly synthesized reversible shape
memory polymer (rSMP) consists of 2,000 g/mol and 5,000 g/mol poly(ɛ-caprolactone)
diisocyanatoethyl dimethacrylate (PCLDIMA) with a ratio of 2:1, 25 wt.% butyl acrylate (BA)
as a crosslinker and 1 wt.% benzoyl peroxide (BPO) as a thermal initiator. The shape memory
effect of this rSMP can be repeated up to 3 cycles with good reproducibility. The mature 48 h P.
aeruginosa PAO1 biofilm cells were removed by up to 94.3±1.1% after three cycles of
consecutive shape recovery. The dynamic changes of substratum also sensitized the detached
biofilm cells to 50 µg/mL tobramycin by 5.0±1.2 times compared to the biofilm cells from the
static control. Further studies are needed to be optimized the shape recovery condition for
medical applications, but the results from this study proved this new concept.
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7.2 Future work
7.2.1 Effects of surface topography on bacterial virulence
In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that more cells were attached on the textured surfaces especially
those with the patterns of S5 D2, S10 D5 & S10 D2 than the flat control. In addition, E. coli
prefers to attach on the side/corner area of recessive features. We speculate that the change in
surface attachment can also affect the production of virulence factors of bacteria. Host immune
responses such as macrophages are generally induced by the virulence factors that pathogens
produce [1,2]. If the type and amount of virulence factors are altered on specific patterns such as
S5 D2, S10 D5, and S10 D2, we would identify important BIA-ALCL risk factors and the
possible strategy to mitigate. The RNA-seq analysis or qPCR can demonstrate if and which
virulence factor-related genes are upregulated/downregulated in response to surface topography.
7.2.2 Effects of fluid dynamics on textured breast implant devices
To categorize the risk of BIA-ALCL level, in vivo condition needs to be considered. Breast
implants in the human body are static most of the time but also commonly experience motion.
This study focused on static conditions to have a high throughput study of many features, but it
does not fully represent the real conditions in patients. To understand the details of in vivo
conditions, it will be important to conduct a simulation of fluid dynamics on textured breast
implants to mimic motion. This analysis will provide further information to categorize the risk of
BIA-ALCL.
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Appendix A. Fabrication process of recessive PDMS features
1. Design your features using L-edit CAD software

2. Use mask drawing machine to create patterns on a quartz mask

3. Develop photoresist (PR) using 726 MIF TMAH based developing solution
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4. Etch Cr layer using a ceric ammonium nitrate-based etchant (Cyantek CR-14)

5. Strip rest of PR from the quartz mask
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6. Spin coat a silicon wafer with P20 (adhesion layer) and PR (S1813)

7. Use a 1:1 photolithography (Contact aligner) to create patterns on the silicon wafer
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8. Develop P20 and PR layers in a hot TMAH-based bath

9. Etch the silicon wafer using deep reactive ion etcher (DRIE)

10. Strip rest of PR and P20 layers using stripper

11. Deposit fluorooctyltrichlorosilane (FOTS) on the silicon wafer to make the surface
hydrophobic
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Appendix B. A synthesis of reversible shape memory polymer (rSMP)
1. Oligo(ε-caprolactone) diol (OCL)
(1) Add ɛ-caprolactone: ethylene glycol 100: 1 weight ratio and 5 wt.% dibutyltin oxide
(catalyst) into a round bottom flask
(2) Set temperature at 130°C and react for 5 hr
(3) Use a balloon to keep N2 environment inside of a flask
(4) Turn off the hot plate after 5 hr and wait until it cools down
(5) Dissolve the catalyst in 1,2-dichloroethane and purify the OCL over silica gel
(6) Use hexane fraction to purify OCL if needed

2. Poly(ɛ-caprolactone) diisocyanatoethyl dimethacrylate (PCLDIMA)
(1) Add 7.077 g OCL (Mw: 2000 g/mol) + 1 mL 2-isocyanatoethyl methacrylate + 30 ppm
dibutyltin dilaurate in 50 mL dichloromethane (calculate weight of 2-isocyanatoethyl
methacrylate based on 2:1 molar ratio between OCL and 2-isocyanatoethyl methacrylate)
(2) Use a balloon to keep N2 environment inside of the flask
(3) React for 5 days at room temperature
(4) After 5 days of reaction, precipitated in a mixture of hexane/methanol/diethyl ether
mixture (18:1:1) at 30°C, filtered and subsequently dried overnight in a vacuum chamber.

3. Reversible shape memory polymer (rSMP)
(1) Add 2:1 wt. ratio of 2,000 g/mol PCLDIMA and 15,000 g/mol PCLDIMA
(2) Heat it at 90°C oven for 30 min
(3) Add 25 wt.% of 35.6 mg/mL benzoyl peroxide dissolved butyl acrylate
(3) Quickly mix before it polymerizes and transfers into the mold
(4) Curing it at 90°C for an hour
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Jan. 2015 ~ Aug. 2015

Researcher at “Research Center for Energy Conversion and Storage”
(Engineering Research Center designated by the Ministry of Science, ICT and
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Future Planning and the National Research Foundation of Korea), Seoul, South
Korea
- Investigate the effect of TAD-based cleaning solution on chemical mechanical
planarization and cleaning solution of MEMS process
Mar. 2014 ~ Dec. 2014

Researcher at “Institute of Chemical Process (ICP)”
(Engineering Research Center designated by the Ministry of Science, ICT and
Future Planning and the National Research Foundation of Korea), Seoul, South
Korea
- Investigate the effect of TAD-based cleaning solution on chemical mechanical
planarization and cleaning solution of MEMS process

Jul. 2011 ~ Aug. 2011

International research internship at BISCO Corp. Lab., Chicago, IL, USA
- Verified the product ‘ALL-BOND’ with changing the composition of chemicals.
- ALL-BOND: An adhesive product on dentistry field

Training Experience

Jan. 2016

Completion of the 2016 training program at Cornell NanoScale Science &
Technology Facility (CNF) in Cornell University
- Finished trainings for MEMS process such as photolithography, deposition,
oxidation, and etching process

Feb. 2012

Completion of the 2012 training program on Semiconductor Processes at
Inter-university Semiconductor Research Center in SNU
- Finished trainings for MEMS process such as photolithography, deposition,
oxidation, and etching process

PUBLICATIONS

1. Huan Gu, Sang Won Lee, Joseph Carnicelli, Zheng Tang, and Dacheng Ren, “Long-term biofilm control
by tunable active topographies.”, Nat. Commun. 11, 2211 (2020).
2. Huan Gu, Sang Won Lee, Joseph Carnicelli, Zhaowei Jiang, and Dacheng Ren, “Antibiotic susceptibility
of Escherichia coli cells during early-stage biofilm formation.”, J. Bacteriol., 201, 18 (2019).
3. Sang Won Lee, Huan Gu, James Bryan Kilberg, and Dacheng Ren, “Sensitizing bacterial cells to
antibiotics by shape recovery triggered biofilm dispersion”, Acta Biomater., 81, 93 (2018).
4. Huan Gu, Sang Won Lee, Shelby Lois Buffington, James H. Henderson, and Dacheng Ren, “Ondemand removal of bacterial biofilms via shape memory activation”, ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 8,
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21140 (2016).
5. Sang Won Lee, Seung Uk Kim, Ki Ho Bae, Kang Uk Lee, Oh Joong Kwon, and Jae Jeong Kim, “The
effect of TAD based cleaning solution on post Cu CMP process”, Microelectronic Engineering, 162, 17
(2016).
6. Sang Won Lee and Jae Jeong Kim, “Study on the effects of corrosion inhibitor according to the
functional groups for Cu chemical mechanical polishing in neutral environment”, Korean Chem. Eng.
Res., 53, 517 (2015).

PATENT

Jae Jeong Kim, Sang Won Lee, and Jin Uk Byun, “Cleaning composite of semiconductor wafer and display
panel and manufacturing method thereof”, Korean patent, registration number: 10-1799282, Nov. 14, 2017,
application number: 10-2015-0155092, Nov. 5, 2015
Jae Jeong Kim, Seung Uk Kim, and Sang Won Lee, “Post-CMP washing liquid composition for substrate
with copper wire”, Korean patent, application number: 10-2012-0154515, Dec. 27, 2012 (withdrawn)

PRESENTATION
* Presenter

1. Sang Won Lee*, Ivan Gitsov Ivanov, and Dacheng Ren, “Biofilm control using caprolactone-based
reversible shape memory polymer”, 2020 Stevenson Biomaterials Lecture Series, Syracuse, NY; March
6, 2020.
2. Huan Gu*, Sang Won Lee, Joseph Carnicelli, Teng Zhang, and Dacheng Ren, “Long-term biofilm control
by tunable active topographies”, 2020 Stevenson Biomaterials Lecture Series, Syracuse, NY; March 6,
2020.
3. Sang Won Lee*, Michael Wong, Anant Agrawal, Allan Guan, Shervin Abdollahi, Yi Wang, Ralph J Basile,
Kaumudi Kulkarni, Miranda Gavette, Jahan Azizi, Jerri Tripp, Elena Campbell, Marc Bloom, Norton Elson,
Mohamed Labib, Dacheng Ren, and K. Scott Phillips, “Quality control of endoscope reprocessing: three
hospital clinical study using rapid, point-of-reprocessing methods to detect protein and biofilm”, 2020
Biofilm Science and Technology Meetings, Arlington, VA; February 5, 2020.
4. Sang Won Lee*, Ivan Gitsov Ivanov, and Dacheng Ren, “Biofilm removal using reversible shape
memory polymer”, 2019 AIChE Annual Meeting, Orlando, FL; November 11, 2019. (Awarded a prize in
the poster competition)
5. Huan Gu*, Sang Won Lee, and Dacheng Ren, “Preventing bacterial biofilm formation using active
surface topography”, 2019 AIChE Annual Meeting, Orlando, FL; November 12, 2019.
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6. Sang Won Lee*, Hainsworth Shin, Irada Isayeva, Dacheng Ren, and K. Scott Phillips, “The effects of
topography on bacterial attachments for breast implant devices”, FDA Annual Summer Student Poster
Day Presentations 2019, Silver Spring, MD; August 7, 2019.
7. Le Hoang Phu Pham*, Hao Wang, Sang Won Lee, Yi Wang, Xiaolong Luo, and K. Scott Phillips, “A
high-throughput platform to study the relationship between biofilm persistence and antimicrobial
resistance”, FDA Annual Summer Student Poster Day Presentations 2019, Silver Spring, MD; August 7,
2019.
8. Michael Wong, Anant Agrawal, Allan Guan, Shervin Abdollahi, Sang Won Lee*, Dacheng Ren, and K.
Scott Phillips, “Residual protein and bacteria on endoscopes before and after reprocessing”, FDA Annual
Summer Student Poster Day Presentations 2019, Silver Spring, MD; August 7, 2019.
9. Huan Gu*, Sang Won Lee, Joseph Carnicelli, Zhaowei Jiang, and Dacheng Ren, “Not always resistant:
antibiotic susceptibility of bacterial cells during early-stage biofilm formation”, The 5th Stevens
Conference on Bacteria-Material Interactions, Hoboken, NJ; June 12, 2019.
10. Sang Won Lee*, Huan Gu, James Bryan Kilberg, and Dacheng Ren, “Physiological changes in bacterial
cells induced by shape recovery triggered biofilm dispersion”, The 5th Stevens Conference on BacteriaMaterial Interactions, Hoboken, NJ; June 12, 2019.
11. Sang Won Lee*, Huan Gu, James Bryan Kilberg, and Dacheng Ren, “Physiological changes in
Pseudomonas aeruginosa cells induced by shape recovery triggered biofilm dispersion”, The ECS
Research Day, Syracuse, NY; March 29, 2019.
12. Sang Won Lee*, Huan Gu, James Bryan Kilberg, and Dacheng Ren, “Physiological changes in bacterial
cells induced by shape recovery triggered biofilm dispersion”, 2019 Stevenson Biomaterials Lecture
Series, Syracuse, NY; March 1, 2019.
13. Sang Won Lee*, Huan Gu, James Bryan Kilberg, and Dacheng Ren, “Sensitizing Bacterial Cells to
Antibiotics through Dynamic Topography–Triggered Biofilm Detachment”, 2018 AIChE Annual Meeting,
Pittsburgh, PA; October 29, 2018.
14. Huan Gu*, Sang Won Lee, and Dacheng Ren, “A New Antifouling Strategy with Active Surface
Topography”, 2018 AIChE Annual Meeting, Pittsburgh, PA; October 29, 2018.
15. Sang Won Lee*, Huan Gu, James Bryan Kilberg, and Dacheng Ren, “Sensitizing Pseudomonas
aeruginosa to antibiotics by shape recovery triggered biofilm dispersion”, 2018 ASM Biofilm Conference,
Washington D.C.; October 11, 2018.
16. Katherine Gardner*, Sang Won Lee, and Dacheng Ren, “Biofilm removal using shape memory
polymers”, 2018 ECS Leadership Scholar REU program, Syracuse, NY; August 10, 2018. (Awarded 2nd
prize in poster presentation)
17. Bryant J. Chung*, Huan Gu, Sang Won Lee, and Dacheng Ren, “A New System to Control Biofouling
Using an Active Topography”, 2018 ECS Leadership Scholar REU program, Syracuse, NY; August 10,
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2018.
18. Huan Gu, Sang Won Lee, and Dacheng Ren*, “A New Strategy for Biofilm Control Using Bioinspired
Dynamic Surface Topography”, Biofilms 8 conference, Aarhus, Denmark; May 29, 2018.
19. Sang Won Lee*, Huan Gu, and Dacheng Ren, “Sensitizing bacterial cells to antibiotics through dynamic
topography-triggered biofilm detachment”, 2018 Stevenson Biomaterials Lecture Series, Syracuse, NY;
April 23, 2018.
20. Sang Won Lee*, Huan Gu, and Dacheng Ren, “Sensitizing bacterial cells to antibiotics through dynamic
topography-triggered biofilm detachment”, The ECS Research Day, Syracuse, NY; March 30, 2018.
21. Alexander Deen Fusi*, Sang Won Lee, Huan Gu, and Dacheng Ren, “Effects of dynamic nano-scale
surface topography on Escherichia coli biofilm formation”, 2017 Interactive Biomaterials REU Program,
Syracuse, NY; August 10, 2017.
22. Sang Won Lee*, Huan Gu, and Dacheng Ren, “Sensitizing bacterial cells to antibiotics through dynamic
topography-triggered biofilm detachment”, The 4th Stevens Conference on Bacteria-Material
Interactions, Hoboken, NJ; June 15, 2017.
23. Sang Won Lee*, Huan Gu, and Dacheng Ren, “Sensitizing bacterial cells to antibiotics through dynamic
topography-triggered biofilm detachment”, The ECS Research Day, Syracuse, NY; April 25, 2017.
24. Huan Gu*, Sang Won Lee, Shelby Lois Buffington, James H. Henderson, and Dacheng Ren, “Ondemand release of bacterial biofilms via shape memory activation”, 2016 AIChE Annual Meeting,
Biomaterials: Faculty Candidates II, San Francisco, CA; November 14, 2016.
25. Sang Won Lee*, Myung Jun Kim, Kiho Bae, and Jae Jeong Kim, “Effects of functional groups in
corrosion inhibitors on the performance of chemical mechanical polishing”, 2013 Spring Annual Meeting
of Korean Institute of Chemical Engineers, Kwangju, Korea; April 25, 2013.

PROJECT PARTICIPATION

1. “Rational Design of Dynamic Antifouling Material Topographies for Safer Medical Devices”
Funded by National Science Foundation (NSF), Aug. 2018 ~ July 2020 ($100k)
2. “Integrating synthetic biology approaches with patterned biofilm formation to investigate bacterial
persistence in heterogeneous structures”
Funded by National Science Foundation (NSF), July 2017 ~ June 2020 ($300k)
3. “IGERT: Soft Interfaces - Bridging the Divide in Graduate education (iBriD)”
Funded by National Science Foundation (NSF), Sep. 2011 ~ Aug. 2018 ($3.0M)
4. “CAREER: Patterned Biofilm Formation by Surface Design: Linking Structure to Physiology and
Genetics”
Funded by National Science Foundation (NSF), May 2011 ~ Apr. 2017 ($400k)
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5. “EFRI-MIKS: Deciphering and Controlling the Signaling Processes in Bacterial Multicellular Systems and
Bacteria-Host Interactions”
Funded by National Science Foundation (NSF), Oct. 2011 ~ Sep. 2016 ($2.0M)
6. “Development of the slurry for metal CMP based on ceria and cleaning solution”
Funded by KCTech Co., LTD, Oct. 2010 ~ Sep. 2012 ($100k)
7. “Development of key cleaning technology for 10 nm-semiconductor and 8th generation display using
damage free technology”
Funded by Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy, Korea, Sep. 2012 ~ Aug. 2015 ($1.0M)

AWARDS AND HONORS

Apr. 2020

2020 Graduate Student Award for Distinguished Biomaterials Research

Nov. 2019

Poster presentation competition award from 2019 AIChE Annual Meeting
($369)

June 2019

Travel grant award from The 5th Stevens Conference on Bacteria-Material
Interactions ($425)

Sep. 2015 ~ Aug. 2019

Graduate student fellowship from Syracuse University

Oct

2018

Travel grant award from Graduate School of Syracuse University ($150)

June 2017

Travel grant award from Graduate School of Syracuse University ($300)

Mar. 2013 ~ Aug. 2013

Merit-based scholarship from Seoul National University

Sep. 2010 ~ Feb. 2012

Superior Academic Performance external scholarship from Chugang
Scholarship Association

Mar. 2008 ~ Feb. 2010

Military service as a Military Intelligence (MI) soldier for 2 years and a squad
leader for 5 months. Took second place in the ‘squad leader training education’

Sep. 2007 ~ Feb. 2008

Superior Academic Performance scholarship from SungKyunKwan University

Sep. 2006 ~ Feb. 2007

Superior Academic Performance scholarship from SungKyunKwan University
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